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The Accountant's Part in a Competitive Economy
by EDMUND T. PRICE
President a nd General Ma n a ge r , Sola r A irc raf t C o., Son Diego, California

AM ACU T E LY AWARE t h a t I a m a l a y m a n t a l k i n g t o a g r o u p o f s p e c i a l i s t s .

My

I appearance here is almost as presumptuous as a talk by one of you before a

national medical association would be. Imagine your embarrassment if you were
called upon to give advice as to the responsibility of the doctors in your community. The comparison is not inept, as you, yourselves, are also members of
a learned profession. Also, like the diagnostic physician, you are frequently consulted to analyze a type of ill- health and prescribe some remedy. Your patient
may be a sick or dying business.
I lay no comparable claim to professional knowledge and yet it may be
worthwhile to explore what you and I are facing in this modern competitive
economy. It is called competitive because, in this country, there is still room
for the exercise of free initiative. This is a philosophy or a way of life handed
down from our forefathers. They recognized that, deep in the soul of mankind, there is an overwhelming urge for liberty and freedom of choice. To

preserve this free initiative is one of our high duties as accountants and business men and as American citizens. There are other duties, of course. There
is the duty one owes to one's family and there is the duty owing to the outfit
which provides one's pay checks. Also, there is the duty all of us owe to the
communities of which we are a pa rt. These are present as part of the work
of every -day life. Neglect any one and — sooner or later —the wife, the boss
or the policeman can be expected to take appropriate action.
But all of these duties are part of a still greater obligation, which is the preservation of our national heritage. It is the privilege which we have in America

of upholding the freedom and dignity of the individual, to prevent him from
,becoming a faceless creature of an all- powerful state. It is possible that this
conception of the accountant's part in our competitive economy may have some
relevance at this annual meeeting of the National Association of Cost AccountJ U L Y, 1953
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ing. At least it deserves your consideration and I shall refer to it from time
to time while discussing some of your more obvious relationships to society.
Extroverting the Accountant
At other times and places, I have observed that many accountants do their
work somewhat defensively, conscious that not so long ago in the history of
business, their predecessors were known as bookkeepers. They sat on high
stools before the bound volumes of ledgers and journals and they made their
daily entries with a fine Spencerian penmanship. This job was to act as arithmetical historians and, as such, they received low wages. Business owes them a
debt which perhaps it has not fully discharged. However, the change was coming anyway. Even if the great efforts of your accounting schools and associations had not pulled you off your high stools, business would have done it for
you. Modern business has become so complex that the quill pen has been displaced by the mechanical tabulator. In doing so it has thrown you the challenge to keep pace. But it has done more than that.
It used to be that the boss did all the planning —made all the decisions and
consulted no one. Today, with all of the regulations, directives and tax laws
issuing from a centralized form of government, the boss has come to lean more
and more on his trusted accountant. He has found the latter an invaluable aid
for advice and judgment. The accountant has been brought into the councils
of the business leaders. He cannot get along without the boss, of course, but
it becomes increasingly true that the boss cannot get along without the accountant. This is a heady promotion. Your profession has achieved an importance
never dreamed of by your grandfathers of half a century ago. What are you
doing to deserve this new -found freedom?
One of the things you are doing gradually is to throw away your defense
mechanisms. You are emerging as from a chrysalis but it seems that many do
not yet know how to act in this strange new world. They are bewildered and
dazzled and sometimes the results are curious. Suddenly an accountant finds
himself in a swivel chair, with a two pedestal desk and a good - looking secretary. Spencerian penmanship is no longer at a premium and, as a result, his
handwriting competes with the doctor's prescription in its illegibility.
I knew an accountant once who was so impressed with his newfound importance that he shut himself up in his glass -lined cubicle and cultivated an atmosphere of mysticism. His juniors could only see him by appointment and none
outside his department were allowed to penetrate the awful mysteries. Another
one lost his job because he was lacking in organizing ability. He did most of
the work, including details which should have been passed on to others. Still
1508
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another, was so obsessed with his own personality that he caused multiple cross entries in the books which only he could explain. There was no indication of
falsification. The books were correct, but they were a witches' brew of figures
which he enjoyed interpreting for the sake of feeling important.
Of course, you cannot judge a profession by the extremes and quacks, but,
as you think of yourselves and of your friends, let me ask if they are all trying
to escape the introverted monastic seclusion of the old -style accounting methods
for the extroverted awareness of all industrial problems. To put it more simply,
does the accountant get around and make friends? It is my conviction that
this is necessary for his future success as the fruits of this modern age lie
in this direction. Your salesman is constantly on the alert for opportunity. No
less than the salesman, your accountant has to sell himself through the skills
of his profession and his personality. He may spend years learning the skills
but, if he does not learn how to work with people, he will find that he is
pedaling along on a one -man six -day bicycle race.
The Accountant and the Plant
Part of the skills involve an accurate arithmetical record, based on the successes and heartaches of the others on your team, but it is the rare accountant who considers that somebody else's mistake and the resulting loss is part
of his own responsibility. It is true that these losses are represented by just so
many symbols on a sheet of white paper, but is that all? There are personalities back of them. They provide an opportunity to teach and lead. It might be
enlightening to go down on the shop floor to meet the boys whose creations
help pay for your salary and whose losses you share indirectly. Or from another
aspect, can you read blueprints? Do you know what the products look like on
which you write invoices? How much do they weigh? How are they packed?
You check the freight bills —or is that just another routine function, done without imagination?
Among other things, you charge off depreciation on the firm's fixed assets.
For instance, on your list there is a sidewinding thermometric aspirator equipped
with automatic cross -feed and red and green blinking lights. Do you know its
true condition? Would you know it if you stumbled over it on the shop floor?
Serve you right if you barked your shins. You who complain about the way the
inventory accounts are being kept in the store room, did you ever go down
and teach —not tell —the boys easier and better ways to do the job?
The answer that most men would give is that such actions would cross lines
of authority or that the superintendent would blow a gasket or that there is
J U L Y , 1953
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nothing in the standard practice instructions which permit meddling with the
management of other departments. And all of that is just so much fiddledeedee.
The accountant who knows how to work with people will find a way without
putting anyone's nose out of joint. Your figures are merely the raw materials
through which you work with people. They are the ones who will have to
correct their errors of judgment which are inexorably revealed in your reports.
They are the ones who will have to fulfill your mystical crystal gazing of the
future. When men from all departments are seen turning to the accountant
for help, management will know that progress is being made, that the personalities are geared together and that there is a team spirit of mutual trust.
In these troubled times, I know of no greater force which will help preserve
the free enterprise system. In fact, it is the key, because freedom and initiative
depend upon the complete cooperation of people who are mutually interdependent.
The Accountant and the "Boss"
What then about the relationship of the accountant and his boss? What
are you going to do with the man who claims he likes figures but doesn't or
the manager who blows his top when he sees red ink or the one who loads up
his accounting staff with endless reports, investigations and charts and then
doesn't act on the information? I am not defending the boys who are in the
profession of management either. We, too, have some queer birds in the
lodge. The only general answer I can offer to such questions is to give management personnel the same sort of treatment as you give to the boys down
the line. It requires understanding, courage and tact: understanding because
the boss may also have problems, domestic or of a business nature, which never
come into the limits of general information; courage because every good accountant must be honest with himself and his figures and cannot hide behind
them, for they must be faithfully interpreted; tact because the figures you present add to the ninety -nine other things which are claiming the attention of
every successful chief executive. The chances are that, as you unfold your story,
his mind has jumped ahead to your conclusion. Before you are through he may
have made the decision.
In the competitive economy of this period, decisions are quickly made as a
a result of the accountant's disclosures. Right decisions can only be made from
accurate figures. This assumes that the accountant has prepared something of
historical significance, like a statement of income, which deals with a past
period. However, when it comes to the accountant's forecast of the period to
1510
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come, the relationship of the accountant to the boss becomes even more important. Decisions must be made on such things as new products, new markets,
budgetary allocations, working capital requirements, investments in so- called
bricks and mortar —the list is endless. In this area the mutual trust and respect
between the boss and his financial aids find their greatest usefulness. Each is
endowed with a kind of genius which complements the other. Both are necessary, as neither one can do it alone. I am led to believe that this business of successful forecasting is peculiar to the free enterprise system. It is an indispensable
component for the placement of venture capital. In it the boss and the accountant measure their hopes against the limitations of capital and the availabality
of human energy and technique. The resulting schedules represent goals of
attainment, perhaps far out on the horizon, for all to reach in mutual endeavor.

A Word to Men Who Manage
In fact, a comment or two directly to bosses may be in order. Some day,
someone is going to write a much needed handbook on the proper care and
treatment of bosses. There will be chapters on nervous disorders in general,
on how to alleviate the birthpains of a new idea and on the proper treatment
during the climacteric of an annual report. But, before leaving them in this
commentary on the accountant's part in our competitive economy, I want to
give a little gratuitous advice. This is imparted only to those who direct the
destinies of money and men. You bosses have a tremendous responsibility.
Everybody grants that. Millions, even billions, of dollars flow into your accountability each year. Everyone gives you this trust because you have earned
it. But, besides this, you have the accountability over the lives and fortunes
of hundreds or thousands or even hundreds of thousands of people who, directly
through pay checks or indirectly by family connection, are also in your care.
Singling out only one group of these, the accountants, are you bosses doing
everything possible to give them further development and training? They are
the ones who help you account for the assets in your care. They are the ones
you consult first, in adversity for payment of debt or in success for the disbursement of profit. Possibly your chief financial officer is the one person in the outfit on whom you can lean for a vast variety of business problems. It might be
well to think about broadening his outlook. Give him an assignment once in a
while outside the realm of accountantcy. Encourage him to join such outfits
as the N. A. C. A. and make the dues a company expense. It would do no harm
to pay for his membership in your golf club. It might be that he is the one to
succeed you as head of the business. If he is the right sort of person, he probJ U L Y , 1953
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ably will. At least the chances are equal. Many companies are embracing this
idea of higher education for their accountants but, as I have said, managers are
a queer breed of cats. Sometimes they get surprised when a man gets a break.
What Civic Activities Offer
Let us leave the bosses now and go back to the accountant. For him, like the
rest of us, the business of learning and teaching never stops. It is one of the
underlying principles of the free enterprise system that opportunity knocks at
the door of those who are prepared to take on new and greater responsibilities.
For this you need extra fuel. That extra fuel is education. Education
doesn't always come in package form in courses at school or college. Varied
experience also supplies it. You can get it in a practical way in community
service. The church associations and charity drives are always with us but, in
addition to those, are the chamber of commerce committees, committees formed
by the municipal government and local taxpayers associations. The skill of the
accountant would be useful in checking the municipal budget. By temperament
and character he is just the right person to do this because he is fundamentally
honest and seldom is influenced by political considerations.
With a sound knowledge of economics, the accountant could be helpful in
his local parent - teachers association to discover if the instructors are disseminating ideas of a subversive nature. This again is an opportunity for the preservation of our national heritage. From this start he might go into politics. City,
state and Federal governments are crying for men of probity and honor. Your
accountant meets this test. By and large he is a pretty sober and sound individual and will not stand for any "funny business." All this will provide both education and experience, and service to others, also.
The Test Posed By Modern Times
There have been several references in this talk to your part in preserving the
free enterprise system. I have emphasized this because liberty and its component
areas of freedom of worship, of speech and, particularly, of choice are, to me
a high article of faith. For the human race, the attainment of these things has
been a continuing struggle of mankind over the period of recorded history.
The struggle is by no means finished. Tremendous forces representing the
power of the centralized state, and perhaps of centralized religions, opposed to
the peaceful and loving concept of Christian doctrines, seek to capture and
dominate men's minds. Particularly in our generation, these issues have become
1512
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sharply defined, with wars waged on a global scale as contrasted with the tribal
quarrels and relatively smaller national feuds of a few hundred years back.
to be counted.
The time is fast approaching when, as men, we must stand
Then there can be no temporizing in the decision. That will have been made
long ago. Either you have already accepted the doctrine of intelligent self- initiative, cooperation, mercy, love, and the application of the golden rule, or else
you have chosen the corruptive influence of dictatorship, mass liquidations and
purges, with riches and comfort for the few in power and slavery for the rest.
There is growing evidence that these two systems cannot live side by side on the
land masses of this planet. One will ultimately conquer the other and, should
dictatorship survive in this supreme effort of the human race, the iron curtain
is lowered throughout the world.
Our own philosophy of individual initiative is not perfect. Man -made, it
exhibits many of the crudities and inequalites of finite origin. But, deep within
the inspired portions of the American constitution, there is revealed the spiritual
faith of the founding fathers. Throughout the succeeding generations in law,
medicine, business, politics, military service, religion —all the professions, yes,
including accountancy, men have felt the spiritual influence of intelligent self help balanced by their aid to others. I was asked to speak on the accountant's
part in a competitive economy. The theme of these remarks is to seek your help
to make that economy work.

Success for All
Implicit also in the words "competitive economy" is the concept of success.
Where there is no competition, there are no rewards. This is tantamount to
saying there can be no success in the usual meaning of the term. In such a condition, we would revert to the bovine complacency of the herd quietly munching the cud in a field of clover. Time would be measured by the regular visitations of the farmer draining off the milk. In the end, there is the slaughter
house to look forward to and life has no meaning. Success can be defined in
many ways. First to mind comes the idea of leadership. Not every man is born
to be a leader. Few achieve it and still fewer have it thrust upon them. It has
been said that, out of every hundred men, there are five potential leaders and
that, of those, only two are uncovered in their lifetimes. Accidents of birth,
education, war or economics submerge the other three. But, because of
these accidents, are they to be cursed with the lack of competitive rewards? A
state of nonsuccess? And how about the other ninety -five? Is there no hope?
Like the cow, has life no meaning?
J U L Y , 1953
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Such an outlook is doleful and disturbing. It is immediately obvious that success involves more than mere leadership. Also we all know that success is not
found in wealth alone, nor in social position, notoriety, power, nor in any of
these temporal things. Rather, in my definition, which is perhaps oversimplified, success appears to be a certain state of mind in an individual which
allows him to live harmoniously and creatively within his environment. It may
be that some of the worldly trappings of splendor are achieved along the way
but these are by- products. It may be that this state of mind is recognized by
others who show their approval with applause but this, too, is a by- product.
Success can come to all who seek it with humility and with greatness of soul.
Under this concept —win, lose or draw —it enables every one of the hundred
men to say, "I have fought a good fight. I have finished my course, I have kept
the faith."

Success for You
There are some helpful aids in achieving this kind of success which are
worth mentioning at this point. The remarks relating to them come under the
"advice to young men department," but they are probably applicable to all ages
and particularly to accountants. You men who are assumed to have the God -given
gift of gazing into a crystal ball and coming out with prognostications of earnings two years hence! You skilled analyzers of corporate assets! Have you ever
made any equally intensive study of your own future? Today you are the sum
total of all of the minutes of your lives. All that is yours is in them. You cannot escape or conceal it. You are like a balance sheet drawn up by a certified
public accountant. But what are you going to be like five hundred thousand
minutes from now? Where will you be? What changes in the balance sheet
will you present to the world? After all, five hundred thousand minutes is
less than a year away and, with your own future in your own hands, you should
be able to guide it to some degree. Consequently, my advice is, first, to make
a plan. Write it down tonight and refer to it from time to time. A year from
now you can tell whether you have achieved a profit or loss.
Second, to achieve the success of living harmoniously and creatively, you must
find at once, if you have not already done so, a secondary life work. It makes
no difference what it is as long as it is objective and not subjective. It must
be bigger than you are and something you can share with others. Creative subjects are to be preferred, such as the raising of children, boy scout work, volunteer work in any of the charitable institutions or some activity connected with
your church or community. Be careful how you choose. These activities may be
1514
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called hobbies, but you are taking them up because they are of interest to you.
You will be following them for years and perhaps for life. Sports also offer an
avenue, but there will come a time when you can no longer take an active part
in such games and it would be wise to consider, as well, some intellectual
or emotional pursuit like music or painting, literature, a foreign language,
philosophy, mathematics, history or any one of the sciences. History is an excellent subject, as somewhere in the over four thousand years of recorded progress of civilization, the student can gain some concept of the relative unimportance of the ego, particularly his own. And, also, he should be able to balance
that with the supreme miracle of his own being in this magnificent march of
time.
Direction plus devotion to one's life work and equal devotion to a secondary
interest should give the accountant or any man some meaningful degree of success in a competitive economy. Another way to describe it would be to call it
fulfilment.
"An Open Door"
What are you going to do about it? To sum it all up, you accountants in the
National Association of Cost Accountants have climbed down from the high
stool and have raised your stature to a seat in the councils of business leaders.
Many of your associates are still emerging from the chrysalis and secretly
look aghast at the bookkeeping machines and office equipment which, in the
end, will master them unless they learn to master the machine. To do this requires self education —a process which never stops.
Education also covers the ability and willingness to teach others and, in that
mutual interchange of ideas and experience, one can acquire the priceless technique of harmonious cooperation with other people. In the process of growing up the accountant will acquire broader vision in economics, business philosophy,
politics and community service. By doing so, he will look behind his sterile figures and charts to find therein a human significance on which he will build his
future as a skilled professional and as a man. In any event, he should achieve
success as I have defined it.
The accountant's part in a competitive economy? It is a dynamic, useful and
exciting existence. It shares with others the privilege of preserving our national
heritage. It even captures the imagination with its promise of leadership for
those who are prepared. Its opportunities are endless. The accountant may well
recall the words of St. John in the Book of Revelations —
"Behold I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it."
JULY, 1953
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Electronic Accounting Possibilities
by JOSEPH PELEJ
Partner, Price Waterhouse & Co., New York, N. Y.

to discuss 'Electronic Accounting Possibilities," a
title rich in overtones of romance, speculation and somewhat visionary revelations. As a matter of fact, I must confess that I can resist only with difficulty the
temptation to spend my allotted time in speculation of that type. It would be
interesting, easy and largely noncontroversial. My conscience, however, tells
me that if my comments are to have meaning, we must agree to disregard the
"Sunday supplement" approach to electronics. The nursery books of the newest
generation might put it in this way:
OU HAVE INVITED ME

"E" is for electronics, so strange and so new,
There seems no end to the things it can do —
but we must be more practical.
Therefore, as an independent observer, I propose:
I. To examine some of the problems in accounting and managerial control which
are faced by business and industry today.
2. To review briefly the equipment and
methods presently in use to assist in
solving these problems.
3. To explore electronic possibilities by,
first, to postulate what an idealized uni-

versal electronic business machine system
might be, and then to enumerate some
of the foreseeable limitations to the realization of this ideal.
4. To tell you what I believe we can reason ably expect in the near future.
5. To suggest what you should do about it
now.

There is ample evidence that we are to see far - reaching changes in the types
and capabilities of the equipment which is to be made available for our use in
office and administrative work. This will be the result of many new ideas and
devices based on electronic and mechanical principles. The all- purpose business
information processing system will one day be the ultimate application of these
new principles and techniques. Since such a system will be the largest and the
most complicated, it will undoubtedly need the most development and should
take the longest to arrive. How long will this be? I am convinced that no
one knows whether it will be one, five, ten or even twenty years. The answer
is not entirely in the hands of the designers and the engineers. When we organize or state our requirements, when the necessary components are available,
and when the price is right, the machines will be built.
Long before that time we shall see important and substantial modifications
in existing office equipment. As more and more of the new principles, ideas
and electronic components are introduced into existing machines, they will be1516
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come harder and harder to recognize for what they used to be. They will presumably become more powerful and be able to perform a greater number of
functions faster and more accurately than ever before. The machines of today
will, in short, struggle to meet the competition of the all- purpose computer
which, meanwhile, will be undergoing the metamorphosis necessary to convert
itself from an instrument of science to an instrument of business.
Present -Day Problems of Accounting and Control
Accounting today has two primary facets:
I. The mass production of routine clerical
work —the payroll, the billings, the inventory records, etc.

2. The preparation and interpretation of
operating and financial data.

Both facets are concerned with three problems —size, speed and complexity —
albeit in somewhat different ways.
Let us consider the mass production clerical routines, the office assembly line.
Here the problems of size, speed and complexity are easily discerned. Payroll is
an excellent example in both small and large organizations. We, in the United
States, must pay our employees more than one billion times a year, surely
an ample indication of size. We must pay them on time with the lapse of a
minimum number of days between the end of the work period and the distribution of the check or cash. And, finally, we must make a payment which is
the end result of an increasingly complex arithmetical calculation.
As accountants are well aware, to pay an employee is no longer a simple
task of multiplying rate times hours or production and stuffing a pay envelope
with the computed amount. The gross pay computation is more difficult because
of more complicated overtime payments and incentive systems (some of which
have no logical basis for good machine application), retroactive adjustments,
make -up allowances, bonuses, profit- sharing arrangements, and possibly technological displacement compensation. The net pay calculation is perhaps even
more complex with federal withholding and F. I. C. A., tax deductions, the
various state unemployment and disability taxes, other income taxes, savings
deductions, hospitalization and insurance deductions, etc. And, of course, computing pay of employees is only half of the accounting problem. Distribution
of payroll charges has also increased in complexity, due to the necessity for
making allocations to numerous accounts.
Similar examples, although possibly lacking the complexity of the payroll,
could be cited in the fields of billing, of inventories, of accounts receivable, of
accounts payable, etc. These are the fields of clerical mass production.
J U L Y , 1953
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The problems relating to the other category of accounting activity—to the
preparation and interpretation of operating and financial data —are, in my
mind, also related to size, speed and complexity, but in a somewhat different
manner. Here the problem is to produce operating and financial information
within a reasonable period of time and not to produce large amounts of such
data, which are difficult to assimilate and understand. The task is to take a large
and complex mass of information and to reduce it to something small in size,
clear in presentation and correct in conclusion. Part of the accountant's function
is to isolate and portray a problem so clearly that management can spend its
time in solving it, instead of merely determining if and where a problem exists.
In this, present machines can and do assist by making it economical to process
large amounts of data and by making a number of mathematical analyses which
will highlight the matters requiring management's attention. To the extent
that electronic developments will aid in this task, they will likewise be welcomed.
It has been reported that, in the last twenty -five years, the ratio of clerical
workers to new factory workers has increased threefold and that today our clerical employees actually outnumber our agricultural workers. To a certain extent,
of course, this comparison is unfair, because the clerical and administrative staff
of most organizations has taken on many new tasks and has seen both the old
and the new become progressively more complicated. Nevertheless, the contrast does exist and it is a vivid one indeed. Much of the increase in the productivity of the factory has been the result of better methods and better machines. There is a natural tendency to assume that comparable results can be,
or should already have been, produced in the clerical and administrative field,
by applying the same techniques which have been so successful in the factory.
Some of the most impressive increases in worker productivity in the factory
have been brought about in repetitive routine tasks, in operations which are
repeated again and again and which require little exercise of judgment. It is,
therefore, logical to assume that one of the greatest opportunities for increased
clerical productivity lies in the like area of clerical mass production. If electronic techniques will enable us to cope with the problems of size, speed and
complexity in this routine clerical work and, at the same time, produce substantial clerical savings, they will obviously have an enthusiastic reception.
We all know, of course, that much has already been accomplished in the
clerical field in the way of providing better methods and better tools to work
with. Someone skilled in comparing what is essentially incomparable might
even be able to prove that the relative lag in the office is not as great as is generally believed.
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That is not, however, particularly significant at the moment. What is significant is that, in an atmosphere such as I have just described, the electronic
marvel appeared on the scene and was heralded as the key to a swift and sure
clerical revolution. Its breathtaking accomplishments in the scientific field
brought about the desire and hope that all existing and future accounting problems would immediately be solved. A more calm and reasoned examination of
electronic possibilities has since taken place. Even yet, however, there are many
who still find it difficult to conclude that, not only do the machines need develment but also that accounting is not quite so simple as it had originally been
thought to be. This disillusionment has been healthy, for with it there is beginning to come a much more soundly based realization of how electronic machines,
and the logical principles on which their design is based, can contribute to accounting.
Brief Review of Existing Equipment and Systems
I do not wish to convey the impression that we are without means today to
solve our problems or even that the problems have not in many ways been
solved. The business machine companies have, in the past two decades, developed automatic bookkeeping machines which make it possible for both small
and large organizations to mechanize most of their bookkeeping operations.
They have produced general and special purpose office equipment which finds
extensive use in larger companies for such mass production clerical functions
as billing, inventory control, etc. It is interesting to note, in passing, that banks
and department stores have been large -scale users of bookkeeping machines for
some time because of the ability of these machines to record transactions when
they occur and to prepare many documents simultaneously and automatically.
This facility of preparing several records simultaneously as transactions occur is
extremely valuable in direct dealings with the business community and the
general public. Accomplishments such as this set a high mark for electronic
equipment to surpass.
The second important branch of mechanized accounting equipment is, of
course, the punched card and its associated equipment. The concept of a mobile
unit card which can automatically be processed by a variety of equipment to
produce printed results in summary form and still be available for re -use, is by
now familiar to all of us. The manifold merits of present -day punched card
systems are well demonstrated by the variety of uses to which they are put and
by the variety of using organizations. Since it seems to me that the development
of our present punched card equipment is one of the most significant trends
J U L Y , 1953
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toward the goal of an electronic information processing system, it may not be
amiss to discuss some of the present day limitations of this equipment. This
will indicate the nature of some of the problems which electronic machine designers will try to overcome:
I. The amount of time and expense incurred
in converting information info punched
card form is often substantial. The extent to which this cost is warranted depends generally upon the number of
uses of the cards.
2. At the present time, the cards contain
less than one hundred decimal digits
of information per card. W hen more information for a given item or transaction is needed, additional cards must be
prepared, thus increasing the possibility
of information loss by misfiling.
3. Information entered in punched cards is
nonerasable. A new card must be prepared each time a change is necessary.
This of course has the advantages of
permanence of recording but lacks the
flexibility of the erasable medium.
4. A number of operators is required to
fend the machines and to transfer the
cards from one machine to another. The
ratio of operators to machines is very
close to one to one in many installations.

5. The machines do not possess sufficient
ability to perform certain of the more
complex business calculations without
stopping at artificial intermediate stages.
6. The operational speed of individual ma.
chines may be quite rapid, but the speed
of the overall system must be considered
to be quite slow as compared to present
digital computers.
7. Conversion and installation of new procedures is usually difficult and time consuming and requires a considerable
degree of technical skill.
8. Standardized procedures become a necessity, with the result that the exceptions require special handling and may
permanently involve operating more than
one system.
9. There is difficulty, because of the technical aspects of the punched card installation, of closing the organizational
gap between the tabulating group and
the rest of the organization.

AN IDEALIZED UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC BUSINESS MACHINE SYSTEM

It is, therefore, evident that any discussion of present -day punched card
problems can be reduced to three general subjects: the cards themselves, the
equipment, and the organization. How shall we adapt this to consideration of
electronic equipment. Perhaps the best way to develop what may be foreseeable and practical electronic accounting possibilities is to compress our three
subjects in one —in other words, to hypothesize a system which will encompass
all our requirements and which will eliminate the limitations of present -day
equipment and methods. We can do this by deciding upon just a few of the
specifications for that elusive creature, the "universal electronic business machine
system" and then by discussing some of the problems currently confronting the
builders.
To a certain extent, this is unfair. If we asked an automobile designer to
list the characteristics of an ideal car, I am sure he would do so with flashing
eyes and boundless enthusiasm. If we were then to tell him to design the car,
build it and deliver it quickly and cheaply to a breathlessly awaiting audience,
his reaction would be vastly different. He might even say, "I'll bet they wouldn't
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know how to drive it when they got it" —and be right. I a m n ot trying to
place the designer of the electronic business machine in the position of the automobile engineer. What I will try to do is to highlight the desirable characteristics of electronic machines and to set a bench -mark of sorts against which progress can be measured.

Anticipation vs. Expectation
What we want, I believe, is giute easy to state. We want equipment which
will process our business data in conformity with our individual requirements
to produce information for human use, rapidly, accurately and economically.
This statement may be regarded as meaningless by some, because of the broad
area of definition, but we can develop some of the equipment requirements from
it, just the same. We want:
I. A cheap and easy way to get information into the machine.
2. Fast and accurate output in the form of
printed documents.
3. Lots of information storage —and of a
type which is as permanent as we wish it

4.
5.
6.
7.

to be and which makes it easy to locate
information when we want it.
Great flexibility to permit maximum use.
Ease of operation and maintenance.
Ruggedness and reliability,
Low original and operating costs.

What we can expect —and when —is somewhat different. It s h ou l d b e . . . .
Can you name even one big important technical change in the history of mankind which immediately burst forth in full and final glory? I cannot. Perhaps
the closest was the atomic bomb, and that emerged under artificial economic
and political conditions which most certainly will not apply to electronic office
equipment.
The current status of development in the field of large scale digital computers was aptly described by Mr. W. H. MacWilliams of Bell Telephone Laboratories who pointed out the following four stages of development:
Stage I— Talking phase, "What a wonderful critter our computer is going to be!"
Stage II— Silent phase, "It sure would be nice if we could get this thing to work."
Stage III — Bright look phase, "Our computer is working now, but we haven't had
enough experience to judge it properly."
Stage IV— Getting results phase, "It has been working fine; we are glad we built it,
but we wish we had done this and this instead of what we actually did.
However, we are going to fix that in our new model, and besides we are
going to make it a lot simpler and more reliable."
These remarks were made over a year ago, at which time computer engineers
had reached the fourth phase for the first time around. I say first time around,
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because machines which were planned during or shortly after World War II had
been completed and had operated long enough to permit evaluation. These
were the machines which made the headlines and shook the business world by
their increditible performance but, as we now know, they were limited primarily to mathematical and scientific calculation.
Today there are over one hundred organizations, including many long- established business machine companies, working on various aspects of design,
engineering and manufacture of electronic computers. We can safely assume
that an enormous amount of scientific research in the field is being carried on.
From this large and concentrated effort we can, I believe, fully expect that
there will one day emerge electronic equipment which will be eminently practical for business use.
Let us now take a look at present developments in terms of our ideal
equipment. The limitations of present large -scale digital computers, when considered for business use, are due to their inadequate terminal equipment and, to
a lesser extent, their inadequate storage capacity. Today, any discussion of
electronic business machines resolves itself into the "input- output" problem.
I have specified above a cheap and easy input and a fast and accurate printed
output for our ideal equipment. Where do we stand now?
The Input Media Problem
Up to quite recently, the most common form of computer input medium
was punched paper tape, usually five - channel teletype tape. This tape was read
mechanically at a rate of ten characters per second. Advancements in this medium now permit the reading of punched paper tape by photoelectric means
at speeds better than two hundred characters per second. This twenty to one
speed increase is only the beginning. Much work has been done in the field
of digital recording on magnetic tape and, today, the state of the art has progressed to a point where this recording medium can be considered to give extremely good reliability. There were, and to a certain extent still are, problems
of blemishes, of humidity and temperature, which interfere with the correct
action of the tape.
Still, today we have mannetic tape devices which operate at a tape speed of
over one hundred inches per second, which is equivalent to an input speed of
over ten thousand decimal digits per second with one -half inch wide tape. A
trend is in the direction of wider tapes, possibly up to six inches in width, with
a consequent possible increase in input speed to over sixty thousand digits per
second. The problem of wider tape is a problem of tape transport. It should
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be, if you consider that tape must go through almost instantaneous start and
stop cycles of from cipher to one hundred inches per second. Centering the tape
relative to the recording and reading heads is another problem. Please note that
here the basic problems are not primarily electronic but mechanical. We have
all heard about the greater complexity of the jet airplane as compared with the
propeller- driven plane because of the increase in speed. The analogy applies
in this situation.
While much progress has been made in the field of magnetic tape for both
input and output, the conversion of original data to tape directly, or even to
punched cards and then to tape, still depends largely upon the operation of a
keydriven translator operated by a human being. Punched card stubs and mark sensed cards have partly overcome the keyboard entry bottleneck, but much
work must be done before we obtain a truly automatic input device. Such a
device might operate by means of photoelectric scanning. This is now being
done with punched cards to produce dick strips for magazines. The next step
is to use the scanner to operate with original documents, directly converting the
printed and written information to electronic impulses.
Printed output from digital computers, up to quite recently, was obtained
by the operation of automatic electric typewriters. This was adequate in the
case of scientific or engineering work where the output was quite small. Again,
in the last year, output speed has been markedly increased by the use of line -atime printers. There are now available such printers ranging from forty to one
hundred and twenty characters per line. The forty characters per line printer
operates at a speed of nine hundred lines per minute for numeric information.
Nonmechanical output devices hold great promise, but these are not as well
advanced for production as the mechanical printers. Most of them involve the
display of readable images on the face of a cathode ray tube (similar to a television picture tube) which can then be fixed by some form of photography or
xerography. With this method, however, it appears that some degradation of
our present standards of appearance must be tolerated.
Since we expect this ideal electronic business machine to fulfill all
requirements of our present operations, output is a prime objective. That is,
we must prepare documents for communication of business information to the
outside world and we must also prepare our own internal records and reports
to management. The arithmetical side of this task is well within the capabilities of present -day electronic computers with their high speeds and flexible
computational ability. The presentation of the processed information still has
not been developed sufficiently to meet the requirements of business organizaJ U L Y , 1953
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tions. We expect, in our ideal machine, to be able to produce orders, bills, receipts and other documents almost instantaneously, with the machine printing
the format as well as the content of the various documents. We also expect
to produce reports or records almost immediately upon request. Here we obviously have a paper - handling and not an electronic problem. Perhaps the answer is again to turn to photography and prepare all records in microfilm form.
This would eliminate the handling and reproduction problem but would introduce a host of others. Would everyone be required to carry a portable microfilm reader?
Storing Information
Turning to the problem of information storage, the basic question is, "How
much storage do we really need and how much can we afford to pay for ?" For
our ideal machine we can assume that storage capacity is theoretically unlimited
and immediately available. Actually, of course, this is impossible. If we are
to provide electronic random access storage for all business information, we are
thinking in terms of total equipment which will dwarf all of our present telephone, telegraph and radio communication systems. Unfortunately, this theoretical requirement seems to be one of the chief mental obstacles to the development
of a practical electronic business machine system right now and I think the emphasis on this particular feature has been misplaced. It is true that existing
electronic computers do not supply adequate internal storage for most business
uses. That does not mean, however, that the alternative is a theoretical extreme and I think both we and the builders will have to be satisfied with a
compromise. The analysis of this situation is one of the great contributions
which business can make in its own interest in furthering the development or
practical electronic business machines.
Another aspect of the storage problem is how to store information so that we
can find it quickly when we need it. Suppose, for example, we maintain a file
of sales transactions by customers. In this file, the information about products
is not available in any logical sequence. Maybe the solution is to maintain
two files but this is not economically feasible, since there are so many more
complex kinds of transaction files. The use of magnetic tape as information
storage for business use involves random searching of a one thousand two
hundred foot reel of tape, which, even at a speed of over eight feet per second, may result in a possible maximum of over one minute per item searched.
Much work is being done in this field. The Bureau of Standards has taken an
interesting approach and has developed a "discrete storage device" but, here
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again, the basic problem is a mechanical one, for this device depends on
mechanical rotation of a selected storage disk past a reading and recording
head. It can be likened to a filing system where page numbers are located and
then the entire page is scanned to locate the specific information. This seems
to be a very logical approach to practical random access but it is, to a large
extent, still an approach and not a finished product.
At the present time, there is no one all- purpose storage medium. The best
illustration of this is the fact that the IBM 701 data processing machine and
the Remington Rand ERA 1103 automatic computer both make use of three types
of storage; magnetic tape, magnetic drum and electrostatic storage. In each case,
the combination of magnetic drum and electrostatic storage provides over one
hundred thousand decimal digits of high -speed internal storage. For the future,
a most promising possibility is the use of what are known as ferromagnetic and
ferroelectric materials. It is way over my head, but I am told that it makes it
possible to store over one thousand decimal digits per square inch in the
medium.
What About Flexibility?
I have, so far, discussed this ideal machine as if it operated "on its own" so
to speak. This is just what it does not do. The machine functions are all predetermined and set up in what is termed a program. Therefore, in order to
provide maximum flexibility, it is necessary to be able to prepare programs for
all the jobs the machine will be required to do. The programming technique
is not difficult for logically inclined individuals, if the jobs to be done can be
clearly stated and do not involve myriads of deviations from the normal procedures. I repeat—if the john to he done can he clearly stated and do not
involve myriads of deviations from the normal procedures. In most companies
that is an awfully big "if!"
Therefore, applying the programming techniques to the jobs to be done may
well be an extremely difficult task. It is in this area that much spadework must
be done before the electronic business machine can be put to maximum use.
Estimates of the time required to do this programming in the larger, more
complex organizations run into years. And, when we have our machine and
have completed our task of programming, there is still the actual conversion to
be considered. The task of converting all records to electronic form may actually be so staggering as to offset any short -term advantages which might be
gained from an electronic system.
J U L Y , 1953
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Use and Upkeep; Dependabilify; Cost Considerations
Ease of operation and maintenance are two other factors which must be given
paramount consideration. The operation of an electronic business machine
system should, I believe, be simpler than a comparable punched card system, if
we are talking about the routine performance of established procedures. Once
the planning has been done, there will be much more watching and waiting,
much less of thinking and doing. Ease of maintenance, on the other hand, is
dependent on the quality of the manufacturing methods and the machine design
itself. A well- designed schedule of preventive maintenance requiring a small
percentage of available time, will reduce unscheduled downtime to an acceptable
minimum. Present experience is most encouraging, indicating the possibility of
over eighty per cent good operating time on a twenty -four hour, seven -day
week basis.
Another specification is ruggedness and reliability. Great progress has been
made in this area. Again, present experience indicates that high capacity operation is feasible over long periods of time and that the error rate is better
than one in one hundred million operations. This experience has been gained
under fairly optimum conditions which are not attainable in the average business organization but, on the other hand, most businessmen would not quail
even if the error rate climbed to ten or one hundred in one hundred million.
Moreover, some of the newer components now in the process of development
offer the promise of even greater reliability of operation.
The question of machine cost is undoubtedly a most perplexing one. We
know that these electronic machines are the cheapest means of performing a
basic arithmetic computation since, in this case, cost is a function of time. The
establishment of our ideal electronic business machine installation on an economical basis must be predicated on continuous operation at maximum capacity,
if we are to achieve a goal of reduced clerical costs. Here the problem becomes
one of determining a break -even point with the factors of equipment expense,
installation expense, and operating expense set over against known savings and
intangible advantages due to increased efficiency.
FUTURE TRENDS

I have talked a lot about problems and tentative solutions, so much so that
you may think I am pessimistic as to whether or not they will quickly or ever
be solved. Not so at all. Perhaps the engineers are too smart. Perhaps they are
bubbling with too many ideas. I wish I were an electronic engineer. I have a
feeling that there are so many provocative and catalytic ideas in the air that it
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must be one of the most stimulated and stimulating fields of endeavour. It is a
bit unsettling, though, to hear an engineer who was responsible for the development of an advanced type of storage device term his own work as being
"mainly of historical interest."
Where then does that leave us —with an idea with tremendous implications
but with little or no present importance? I think not. In my opening remarks,
I suggested that progress might be expected in two fields —in adapting the
large -scale computer to business use and in modifying the existing equipment
to make use of newer electronic and mechanical techniques. For simplification,
I omitted at that time another avenue, special purpose electronic machines designed for special applications.
Progressive Application
I should now like to mention briefly the progress being made in applying
new ideas and principles to, shall we say, more conventional office equipment.
Taken individually, these new ideas and principles may not seem impressive.
Taken as a whole, they definitely are, not only for themselves but as an indication of things to come, probably in an increasing number.
Perhaps, you say, these are not electronic machines. I do not know. I believe electronics is a group of principles which is or will be manifested as a
group of electronic components. If we must combine a lot of these components
in a certain way to obtain a large -scale computer before the resulting object is
electronic, then what I shall talk about may not be electronic at all. If we can
combine a few with some tried and true conventional principles and devices
and we agree to call the result electronic, then I am on sound ground. It is, I
think, a matter of definition. Let me cite just a few interesting examples which
will, I believe, illustrate the situation:
I. A magnetic drum storage device is employed by one of the major airlines to
maintain an inventory of unsold seats for
certain flights. The success this installation has had in increasing the speed with
which reservation and ticket sale transactions can be handled, has prompted
one of the larger eastern railroads to
plan to utilize similar equipment for
passenger reservation control.
A large department store is working on
a magnetic drum storage device for inventory control of its "big ticket" items.
The Toronto Stock Exchange is installing a system through which stock quotaJ U L Y , 1953

Lions can be printed immediately, upon
dialing the proper code.
These are all cited, and properly so I
believe, as electronic machines. Yet they
are far from being universal computers
and, in fact, rely most heavily on one
component, the magnetic drum storage
—a rugged, reliable and fairly simple
electronic device.
2. A second device or rather a series of devices is emerging to simplify the transfer
of information from business document
to the form in which it can be electrically or electronically processed. One
such machine has been available for
13 2 7

some time so the spurt must, I beieve,
be attributed to the interest in input
problems which electronics has produced. These new developments include
the following:
a. A device which can be installed in a
cash register to produce an eight.
channel punched paper tape.
b. A device which can be attached to
an electric typewriter which will also
simultaneously produce an eight.
channel punched paper tape. This de.
vice is somewhat more complicated
than the one I mentioned before, because the information to be punched
can be selected by means of keys
and a program bar.
c. A new tape to card punch to accommodate these paper tapes and automatically punch all columns of a card
in five seconds.
While none of these devices is, in it.
self, electronic, you can, I am sure recognize their implications as partial answers
to the input problem. The difference between paper tapes to punched cards on
one hand and paper tape to magnetic
tape on the other is of degree only.
The punched paper tape which is prepared as a by- product of a document
preparing or transaction recording operation, offers many possibilities for automatic information processing. The paper
tape can be converted into other media,
such as addressing machine plates,
punched cards, and magnetic tapes. The

telephone automatic message accounting
system is a good example of a paper
tape system. In central offices equipped
with automatic dialing for toll calls as
well as local calls, all message information is recorded on paper tape about
three inches wide. The called and calling
numbers and the elapsed time (or number of message units) are automatically
recorded. Naturally, calls are interspersed
on the tape as signals are dialed. Each
day, these tapes are sent to an automatic message accounting center where
they are processed to sort the component entries for each call together, and
then to sort all calls for each calling station. Toll calls and local calls are separated. Local calls are summarized in
terms of number of message units every
five days, by the use of an automatically
actuated typewriter. Toll call information
is converted automatically to conventionally punched cards, in order to provide a more suitable medium for application of toll rate data.
3. The last of the items I shall cite falls into
still another category —an "electronic
calculator." Among other things, this calculator can perform from forty to one
hundred and forty program steps and
store over one hundred decimal digits in
the process. It can perform group multiplication, gang punching, accumulate
data from a number of cards, summary
punch and detect errors of certain types
and this, mind you, is still billed as a
tabulating machine.

These examples, I hope you will agree, give interesting and concrete evidence of the type of thing which is happening today.
Inter- Action of Developments
Let us now look ahead and speculate on the effect which a satisfactory solution of two of the electronic computer's problems might have on punched card
equipment as we now know it. The problem of transforming business data frorn
its conventional form into a form which can be handled by an electronic
machine is just as much of a problem to the user of a punched card machine as
it is to the user of an electronic machine for business purposes; perhaps more
so because it takes longer to make the calculations after the card has been prepared. The reason it seems to be a tremendous problem to the electronic machine user is that the contrast is so much greater. We can assume that the engineers will find a new and extremely fast method of recording business data for
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the electronic machine. Should not the same method, with only minor modifications be usable in preparing punched cards? If, as a result of this invention,
we were able to eliminate say, ninety per cent of the work of key - punching and
verifying cards, would this not be a minor revolution irrespective of any other
changes which might immediately be made? Whether you called our new
punched card organization a conventional machine or an electronic machine or,
more properly, a mixed breed, would be unimportant compared with the impact
on people and routines.
Let us, again, suppose that a printing device is developed which uses impulses
it receives from a magnetic tape to activate a series of styli to produce printed
results at a high rate of speed. This device does not care particularly how the
impulse starts out so long at it ends up as a bit of electricity. Therefore, let us
suppose, it will accept electricity even though it started out from a scanning
device which scanned the holes in punched cards. Such a device is already in
existence. If the output from punched cards is vastly accelerated by using this
electronic scanning device and the high -speed printer, is the result still a
punched card machine or is it an electronic machine? It is a matter of definition.
These are, mind you, only examples, not exhaustive in scope, only illustrative.
We shall be mistaken if we assume that the electronic principle has only the one
large -scale application. It will appear in many forms. I am convinced that, just
as there are airplanes for many uses, from the helicopter to the supersonic jet,
so there will be electronic machines (or rather machines using whatever electronic principles and components are found useful) to fit all types of office and
accounting needs of the future, be they for the small or the large office.
We are in a period of clerical evolution or revolution, depending on your
optimism and the length of time you consider short enough to be a revolution.
What we are seeing and will continue to see are two developments:
I. Manufacturers of large -scale scientific
computers adapting their machines to
business needs by simplification, reduction in cost, change of emphasis from
calculation to other problems (storage,

input, output, etc.).
y. Manufacturers of existing office equip ment modifying their equipment to utilize the new components and ideas which
electronic principles have brought forth.

Progress will continue to be both fast and interesting.
Preparation for the Future
How should we, as practical accountants, prepare for this somewhat unknown
future? The direction is not difficult to discern. We should assume that we will
get, sooner or later, machines which will help us perform our clerical tasks at
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a much more rapid speed and at a lower unit cost than is now possible. We
should likewise assume that the machines will perform many of what are now
considered to be human functions. And, finally, we should assume that, when
there is evidence of the successful application of these machines in a few business offices, there will be a great deal of pressure exerted by management to
make full use of the machines in our own companies. We shall be somewhat
late in getting started if we wait until that moment arrives.
Somewhat earlier in my talk, I suggested that accounting work consisted of
two parts, the mass production routine tasks and the preparation and interpretation of operating and financial data. I believe our approach to preparing for
electronics will differ radically according to the division of which we are speaking.
The mass production clerical tasks must, I believe, be standardized and simplified to a much greater extent than at present. Those who have applied
punched card methods to what was previously manual work, have already seen
the need for this. If electronic equipment is to take over much of the work
which still remains, this work will also have to be standardized and simplified.
This will not be as simple as it might sound, either, because the jobs which were
not mechanized were those which were considered to require exercise of human
judgment or, in machine terms, consideration of so many alternatives as to be
unsuitable for mechanization with the punched card equipment then available.
A second problem will, of course, stem from the need of reducing all data
to the language which machines can understand and handle. If you ask a
machine, "Should I buy some more cement today, and if so, how much ? ", the
machine
laugh at you. It wants to hear "31 — 657 — 324 ?" Ask it that
and it will smile, churn and respond "419." The point is, we shall need codes
and more codes and an organization which is familiar with using them, unless
or until a machine is developed which can read thoughts or convert words into
machine language.
In the second field, that of operating and financial data, we have another
problem. Some of the information on which management, in its broader sense,
runs its business today is good. Much is not. We have often, I am afraid, confused quantity with quality. Accounting, as well as every other department in
the business, has, with the best intentions, tended to flood management with so
much data that the result has often been to obscure rather than illustrate the
important facts. Our new machines are, unless we are careful, going to make
this situation worse. They should make information available more readily.
That will be good. But they may make so much more information available
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that nothing except another electronic machine could find the time to use it.
Therefore, I believe we should do these things:
I. Make sure we are preparing reports
which really do satisfy management's requirements. This means knowing management's needs, realizing how little time
management can give to our reports,
making sure we are presenting our data
in an understandable, dramatic form —
and then making sure it really is understood by non- accountants.
2. Make sure our reports are properly coordinated with those of other depart-

ments to prevent the presentation of the
same or, even worse, of conflicting information on the same subject.
3. Consider the effect of the increased
speed and other capabilities of the new
machines on our reporting system and
test out our ideas of the advantages and
disadvantages of new or different reports
by using approximations obtained with
presently available methods.

We might also begin to prepare for a series of organizational problems
which, I believe, will arise. They concern, not only accounting but also the
relationship of accounting and other departments to what I shall term the
central machine center. I believe we shall find the following situations, as
procedures become increasingly mechanized:
I. The extent and manner in which various
departments participate in a given procedure will be altered, often quite radically, because the basic data will be
given to the machine at an earlier stage
and the end result will be presented at
a later stage than at present. Thus, functions now performed by one section or
department may be transferred either to
the machine or to another section or department to get a better flow of work.
2. New techniques will have to be devised
to prevent dishonest or unintentional
errors from being automatically processed by the machines.
3. Many departments, which considered
themselves aloof from or incapable of
mechanization, will have to alter their
views.
4. Clerical employees will become anxious
about their future and the maintenance

of adequate staff and high morale may
consequently become more difficult. A
number of employees, obviously, will be
displaced by the machines. Others will
have to be trained for better and more
difficult work in feeding and controlling the machines and in interpreting and
using the new and more complete business information which the machines will
make available.
S. The physical location at which work is
performed may have to be changed unless cheap, efficient inter - communication
devices are available.
6. The gulf between the central machine
section and the rest of the organization,
which is even now often great and
troublesome, will be increased tremendously unless a program of continuous
education is undertaken.

*

*

*

*

*

Finally, we can prepare for the future by knowing what is going on and
what will probably go on and by making our plans accordingly. I suspect that
the status quo will be quite unstatusquo for some time to come.

I have had my say. We are at the beginning of something big and exciting
with great implications for the immediate and the long -run future. If we plan
properly and get our house in order, we should be able to make the most of it.
JULY, 1953
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What Can We Expect of Direct Costing
as a Management Tool?
by PAUL C. TAYLOR
Professor of Accounting, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisianno.

the top executive of a medium sized company was heard expressing the following view in a conference with his immediate subordinates,
"When sales and production drop, boy oh boy, just watch costs go up!" For at
least fifty years, that statement has had a familiar ring. It has been, and apparently still is to some extent, accepted and believed even by many cost accountants.
Today when statements such as this are heard, there should be at least some
questioning lift of the eyebrows, if not a fairly obvious squirm of disagreement.
The reasons for this are found in the advances which have been made in the
field of cost accounting.
US T R E CE N TL Y ,

J
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First of all, what does this executive have in mind? Is he thinking in terms
of an historical total unit cost, including distribution and administrative costs,
or is he thinking in terms of unit manufacturing costs? If he has in mind the
former, his statement isn't bad if we are willing to accept that kind of costs,
but, in either case, both he and his cost accountant need to come up to date.
The Normal Burden Principle
Starting in the 1920's, some realization began to come to light of how difficult it was for managements to get control information from either total factory
costs or unit factory costs, both having been prepared by applying overhead,
including fixed expenses on a basis of actual volume. In an attempt to find a
remedy, the thinking began to go something like this: Here are two identical
items of the same product. Both are made in the same plant, using the same tools
and the same machines, the same plant layout, the same supervision, the same
machine operators, the same company president and even the same pretty, blonde
receptionist sitting out front. Yet, because one of them was unfortunate enough
to be produced at a time when activity in the plant was at a low rate and the
other at a time when activity was at or near the capacity of the plant, marked
differences in unit costs were reported.
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This led to the development of the normal burden theory under which a
change in activity in the plant did not change the unit costs of the products
produced. While the adoption of this idea resulted in some more meaningful
figures for management control through cost figures, it left a great deal to be
desired from a profit determination point of view. Both at the end of the year
and more particularly at interim statement time, large amounts of over- or under absorbed burden would show up in the accounts. In disposing of these balances, some rather crazy looking profit figures were produced. These puzzled
and provoked managements. As likely as not, sales might go up, costs remain
the same, but profits would drop. Or just the reverse might be true.
Obviously, the absorption of burden in product costs on a normal activity
basis has not been a complete answer to the problem of the interplay of cost,
volume and profit. In fact, more and more companies are abandoning the determination of norms for this purpose. International Harvester, one of our larger
companies, did so several years ago.
The Flexible Budget Principle
The next development of importance aimed at better unit product costs
for control purposes was the introduction of the flexible budget, usually as an
integral part of the standard cost procedure. By preparing budgets at several
different levels of plant activity and the predetermination of overhead rates
for each of these levels, it was then only necessary to determine the actual rate
of activity in the plant and then select the budget and the overhead rate which
came closest to the actual production level.
This procedure has the advantage of segregating the variable from the fixed
expenses in the budget. Then when actual plant activity begins to vary considerably from the activity anticipated in the budget, revised costs can be readily
prepared to show management any needed changes in such as product prices,
attention to materials control, machine and tool maintenance or whatever it is
that may be slowing up production.
Most companies use the flexible budget as an analytical device for control.
Occasionally a company is found which actually incorporates the flexible budget
in the accounting procedure. This results in overhead rates more current with
respect to activity and makes some questionable changes in unit product costs,
largely through materially reducing the amount of over or underabsorbed
burden. Furthermore, having to wait until the actual departmental rate of activity is known has a tendency to slow up information for cost control purposes.
J U L Y , 1933
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When dollars are being parted with, unfortunately indirectly, in the incurrence
of many factory expenses, time is of the essence in getting to the point of
trouble fast to stop the leaks quickly and to see that the company obtains the
maximum benefit from these elements of cost.
Flexible budgets in most cases, however, still include fixed expenses which
are the chief "culprit" in the effects which cost, volume and profit have upon
one another. Quite plainly, then, the flexible budget, even as helpful as it is
and with its rightful present popularity in practice, is still not the whole answer
to problems arising out of the puzzling and complicated business of costs, volume and profits.
The Direct Costing Principle
The third development in. this field emerged some twenty years ago when
Jonathan Harris hit upon an idea, tried it out in his company and then wrote
his now famous article on direct costing entitled, "What Did We Earn Last
Month," which was published in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin of January 15, 1936.
Since that time, many writings, speeches and discussions of this relatively new
principle have gone over to dam, culminating in the publication of Research
Series No. 23 on direct costing by N.A.C.A. in April of this year. Incidentally,
mention should also be made of the fact that the American Institute of Accountants recognized direct costing by including a twelve and one -half point question
on the subject in the accounting theory section of the May 1953 C.P.A. examination. The Institute is also planning, I believe, to devote a portion of the
program at its next annual meeting in October to direct costing.
To obtain a brief glimpse of the basic concept of direct costing, suppose we
move hurriedly through a portion of what has apparently been the thinking of
Mr. Harris and those of us who have followed him. It goes something like this:
Since the chief trouble -maker in a study of cost - volume -profit relationships is
fixed expenses, what would happen if we made a careful classification or division
of all expenses between fixed and variable and then pulled all fixed expenses out
of product costs and treated. them as costs of the period ? In other words, raise
the sharp question, "Fixed expenses are the cost of what ?" Are they really a
cost of production? Or as it has often been stated, are they not standby costs,
costs of just standing ready to produce?
Certainly fixed expenses arise out of an entirely different type of management
decisions from those which give rise to the variable costs. The effect of the
decision to invest in buildings and machines, for example, is quite different
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from the effect of the decision to produce a certain number of units of product
today, tomorrow, or next week. As accountants we are expected to make available accounting results which will measure as truthfully as possible the effect of
management decisions. Of course, products cannot be produced without the use
of machines and equipment, but this hardly gives us license to mix apples with
plums (or fixed and variable expenses) and come out with peaches (or profits).
We should accord different accounting treatment to the fixed expenses, for
they are the result of a different kind of management decisions. N.A.C.A.
Research Series No. 23 exhibits examples worked out which follow this principle
and the results clearly show that, under direct costing, annual profits and, particularly, interim profits no longer are stated at amounts which are inconsistent
with volume and with costs.
A second part of the principle of direct costing consists of following the
concept of marginal income. With fixed expenses treated as a period rather
than a product cost, this leaves only variable expenses to be included with the
other variables, direct materials and direct labor, in the cost of sales. The
resulting difference between the cost of sales and sales is the marginal contribution of the product toward meeting the period costs and toward the overall
profit for the period.
Information of this nature can be obtained through conventional accounting
procedures but not without a considerable amount of analysis work. As most
of us know and as was brought out by the N.A.C.A. Research Committee in its
report on direct costing, most managements do a great deal of thinking in terms
of marginal income, yet we accountants seem to insist on continuing to compile
reports in a conventional manner, only to have them tossed back to us for further analysis. Direct costing, through the marginal income approach, does the
job right the first time. It readily furnishes reliable data for a number of management decisions in the fields of cost reduction, inventory pricing, product
pricing, product mix for the best production and sales volumes, and others.
WHAT MAY MANAGEMENT EXPECT OF DIRECT COSTING?

Since not all phases of direct costing as a management tool cannot be covered
in the time available, I have chosen for brief consideration the possible application of direct costing principles in the calculation of engineering savings.
This pulls direct costing into those numerous day by day, if not hour by hour,
management decisions which have to be made right in the plant and avoids
undue emphasis on the effect of the choice of accounting methods on the net
profit position of the company.
J U L Y , 1953
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C al cu l at i o n

of

Savings

Resulting

from

Al t e r n a t i v e

M e t h o d s o f Pr o d u ci n g P ar t N o . 6 9 1 - A S i m p l e C l u t c h
STANDARD CO ST
OF PRESENT
ME TH OD

Manufac tur ing savings under absorption costing, or the wrong way to do i t :
Direct materials cost..................................... ...............................
....
....................
Dir ec t labor c os t:
Turn down, bevel and cut off ...... (Dept.21)
$.08
Mi l l slot ................. .........................(Dept. 24)
.04
Drill 1/ 2 " center hole ......................(Dept. 26)
.03
Finish ..................... .........................(Dept. 10)
.02
Total di rect labor cost............................................. ...............................

$.25

$.25
$.06
.02
.01
.02

$.05
.02
.02
.02
.17

. I1

.11

$.42

$.36

$.36

$.1125
.03
.03
.04

$.135
.03
.015
.04

Total manufacturing overhead............................... ...............................

.325

.2125

.22

Total manufacturing cost........... .............................................. ...............................

$.745

$.5725

$.58

$.00
.06

$.00
.06

Inpr i m e c os t ......................................................................... ...............................
In manufacturing overhead ............................................... ...............................

$.06
.1125

$.06
.105

In tot al manufacturing cost................................................. ...............................
Annual savings (Based on an annual r equirem ent of 10,000 pieces) ..............

$.1725

$.165

1725.
4500.
2.61

1650.
4500.
2.73

Investment in equipment ....................................................... ...............................
Years required for manufacturing savings to recover equipment cost..........

z

EXH I BI T 1

$
$

Manufacturing savings per piec e:
In di rect materials ................................................................. ...............................
In di rect labor ..................................................................... ...............................

y

C
h
h

$.25

ESTIMATED CO S T
OF SECOND
ALTERNATIVE

$

n

z

Total prime cost........................................................ .............................._
Manufac tur ing overhead cost:
Dept. 21- 22 5% of direct labor ........................................... ...........................$.18
Dept. 24 - 15 0% of di rect labor....................................... ............................... .06
Dept. 26 - 15 0% of dir ect labor....................................... ............................... .045
Dept. 10- 200% of direct labor....................................... ............................... .04

ESTIMATED CO ST
O F FIRST
ALTERNATIVE

$

w

Direct Costing and the Calculation of Engineering Savings
By referring to Exhibit 1, it will be noted that, in this particular instance,
management is faced with the problem of which of two alternatives to choose
in changing the method of producing a part used in its products. Suppose we
assume that the part is a simple clutch made from bar steel. The standard cost
for the part as it is presently produced has been established at $.25 each for
direct materials, $.17 each for direct labor (consisting of four fairly common
machining operations, done in four different departments) and $•325 for manufacturing overhead which is the result, in this case, of applying the departmental standard overhead rates to the departmental labor dollar costs. The
total manufacturing standard cost of the piece is thus $.745.
Now suppose the process engineers have gone to work and have discovered
two slightly different procedures for producing the part and all concerned are
interested in knowing which is the least costly. What the real changes are
needs to be of no great concern for our immediate purpose. The developments
involved could have been changes in the machines, changes in the tooling of
the machines or changes in the machine speeds and feeds. At any rate, the cost
accountant winds up, per Exhibit 1, with estimated costs for the first alternative
of $.25 for material, since there was no change in the materials cost of the
piece, a total direct labor cost for the piece of $.11, with the reduced costs
operation -by- operation as shown in the exhibit.
This is the point at which many cost accountants begin to go wrong. Note
that the first side heading in the body of the exhibit says, "Manufacturing savings under absorption costing, or the wrong way to do it." The total manufacturing overhead for the first alternative is $.2125 arrived at by applying the
departmental standard overhead rates to the reduced departmental labor dollar
costs. The obvious error here is caused by the fact that those departmental
burden rates include fixed expenses as well as variable expenses. It has long
been known that some form of "out -of- pocket" cost basis is the soundest to
follow in the calculation of a savings figure. Nevertheless, many managements
are still having figures like these furnished them for purposes of making decisions. So we wind up with a total estimated cost for the piece of $.5725 under
the first alternative. To management, this looks like a saving over the old
standard cost of $.1725 per piece or an annual saving of $1,725, based on an
annual requirement of 10,000 pieces of this part. Furthermore, if an investment of $4,500 in equipment is required, the annual savings will recover the
cost of the equipment in a little over two and one -half years.
Similarly, under the second alternative, while the total material and labor
J U L Y , 1953
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uW
00

Calculation of Contribution toward M eeting Fixed Expenses and Profits by
Alt er nati ve Methods of Produc ing Part No. 691 — A Simple Clutc h
STANDARD COST
OF PRESENT
METHO D

Manufacturing contribution under direct costing or a better way to do it:
Total prime cost (See Exhibit I) ........................................... ...............................

ESTIM ATED C O S T
OF FIRST
ALTERN ATIVE

$.42

ESTIMA TED CO ST
OF SECOND
A LTERNA TIV E

$36

$36

Manufacturing overhead cost (Variable expenses only:)
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.
Dept.

21— 40%
24— 80%
26— 80%
10 -160%

of
of
of
of

direct labor ............. ............................... ..........................$.032
direct labor .................. ...............................
.. .032
...................
direct labor ....................................... ............................... .024
direct labor ...................................... ............................... .032

$.02
.016
.016
.032

$.024
.016
.008
.032

Total variable manufacturing overhead ..................... ........................... » » ».

.12

.084

.08

Total manufacturing cost ....................................................... ...............................

$.54

$.444

$.44

Inprime cost ......................................................................... ...............................
In variable overhead cost ...........................»„»..».»... .. « „..,,,.....,,.........,.,,..

$.06
.036

$.06
.04

In total manufacturing cost............................................. ...................... »........

$.096

$.10

4

1

z

C
h
r
rn

960

Investment in equipment ....................................................... ...............................

$4500

Yeas required for manufacturing contribution to recover equipment cost....

4.69

EXHIBIT 2

$

Annual contribution (based on annual requirement of 10,000 pieces) ..........

$

n

$

a

z

Manufacturing contribution per piece:

1000
4500
4.5

costs are exactly the same as for the first alternative, by the time the cost accountant gets through applying his burden rates, which include fixed expenses, he
winds up telling his management that the total estimated manufacturing cost
under the second alternative is $.58. To the boss, this looks like a saving over
the old standard cost of $.165 per piece or an annual saving of $1,650 which
would recover the cost of the investment in equipment in about two and three quarters years.
If the cost figures alone are to be the determining factor as to which of the
alternatives to select, the boss would pretty surely select the first alternative as
the one to order into operation in the plant.
That Pertinent Question Raised Again
Suppose we turn now to Exhibit 2. This time, in reaching a decision as to
which alternative to choose in the production of the clutch, let us do two things.
First, raise the sharp question mentioned earlier, namely, "What will happen
if we leave fixed costs out of the product cost ?" And, second, instead of thinking in terms of a savings figure, let's raise the question of how much the
alternative methods will contribute toward meeting fixed costs and profits. This
is suggested in the main heading of Exhibit 2. It is a better way, for it is the
direct costing way. For an indication of this, take a look at the figures. There
is no change in the prime cost figures of the two alternatives, both remaining
at $.36. Now to apply the manufacturing overhead, only the rates for variable
expense in each department are used. To make the results comparable, this
change has also been made in the column for standard cost under the present
method of producing the part.
Now, let us pass these figures on to the boss and see what decision he comes
to. First, he notes, of course, that the total manufacturing costs have dropped
because fixed expenses are now treated as a period rather than as a product cost.
He notes that, if he adopts the first alternative, the change will contribute $.096
per piece over the present method toward meeting fixed expenses and toward
furnishing a company profit. This amounts to $960 for the year and will recover the cost of the investment in equipment in a little over four and two thirds years.
Then he gets the real surprise. The second alternative will contribute $.10
per piece toward meeting fixed expenses and toward a profit. This is $.004 per
piece more than the first alternative will contribute. On an annual basis, the
contribution of the second alternative is $1,000 or $40 more than the first
J U L Y , 1953
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CALCULATION OF SAYINGS
Present method

Proposed method

Manufacturing contribution — Direct costing:
Direct materials:

.

Materials A ............................. ...............................
Materials B etc
................... ...............................

xx
xx

Total direct materials cost . ...............................

xx
xx
xx

xx

Direct labor cost:
Operation No. I (Dept. 1)....... ...............................
Operation No. 2 etc. (Dept. 2) ............................

xx
xx

xx
xx

Totaldirect labor cost ...... ...............................

xx

xx

Total prime cost................. ...............................

xx

xx

Manufacturing overhead cost:
Dept. I— Variable rate applied to direct labor....
Dept. 2— Variable rate applied to direct labor....

xx
xx

xx
xx

Total manufacturing overhead ........................

XK

xx

Total manufacturing cost . ...............................

xx

xx

Period costs allocated to this product:
lot
xx
xx

xx
xz

Fixed factory costs ................... ...............................
Distribution costs ....................... ...............................
Administrative costs ................. ...............................

xx

Total period costs ............. ...............................

xx

xx

Total cost before taxes ..... ...............................

xx

xx

Incometax on contribution ........................................

xx

xx

Totalcost after taxes......... ...............................

xx

xx

Interest on investment ................. ...............................

xx

xx

Final cost ............................. ...............................

xx

xx

(Continued on next page)
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CALCULATION OF SAVINGS— Continued
Proposed Method
Summary:

_

Manufacturing contribution:
In direct materials
....... ...... ...............................
In direct labor
....................... ...............................
In variable overhead

............. ...............................

xx
xx
xx

Total manufacturing contribution
..................
Savings in period costs (fixed costs)

xx
xx

Total savings before income tax
......................
Deduct income tax

xx

............... ...............................

xx

Total savings after income fax
Deduct interest on investment ........................

xx
xx

Savings retained by the company

......................

xx

Savings on

an annual basis
Investment in equipment ... ...............................
...............................
Years required to recover.......
equipment
cost........

xx
xx
xx

................

............................

EXHIBIT 3

alternative. This will recover the cost of investment in equipment in four and
one -half years.
So, if the cost figures are to be the determining factor in which alternative to
choose, the boss will very probably reverse himself and choose the second
alternative under direct costing rather than the misleading results which indicated the choice of the first alternative under absorption costing.
From this discussion, it should not be inferred that a saving cannot be accomplished in fixed costs. The contention here is simply that such a saving is no
longer related to the product but to the period. However, if management insists
upon the inclusion of some portion of the fixed expenses in the calculation of
the savings figure, it is strongly recommended that those included should be
only the ones which may be treated as a direct charge against the part or product.
Otherwise, fixed expenses would have to be included in the calculation through
allocation on some arbitrary base. I suppose the cost accountant never existed
who could feel completely secure when he furnished management with figures
J U L Y , 1953
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ILLUSTRATION OF DIFFERENTIAL COSTS
PART A
Facts:
The company is operating at 40% of its capacit y and producing 10,000 units at
a t o t a l cost per unit of $10, 60% of which is a variable cost.

W hen the company

operates at 100% of its capacity, the variable cost is 75% of t he total cost.

The

Sales Price is $8 per unit.
Costs:

at 40%
A ctivity

at 100%
Act ivi ty

Fixed ......................................

(40 %)

$ 40,000

(25 %)

$ 40,000

Variable . ...............................

(60 %)

60,000

(75 %)

120,000

Total Cost ..... ...............................

$100,000

$160,000

From the above, the added or differential cost to come up t o c apaci t y operation is $60,000.
The increase in units produced to come up to capacity is 15,000.
The differential unit cost then becomeb$5.331 below which the company could
not sell the increased produc t and break - evert.
r - I k ' S T /0.00
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First Alternative
Increased income — Sales of 15,000 units (@
a $ 6 ............... ...............................

$ 90,000

Differential cost thereon (See Par t A, above).......... ......... ...............................

60,000

Increased profit through first alternative ............................. ...............................

$ 30,000

Second Alternative
Increased Income — Sales of 15,000 units @a $ 8 ............... ...............................

$120,000

Differential cost thereon (See Part A above) ..................... ...............................

60,000

Margin on the increased sales ................................. ............................... $ 60,000
Deduct cost of advertising ................................................... ...............................

25,000

Increased profit through advertising ................... ............................... $ 35,000

The second alternative should be chosen.

EXHIBIT 4
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arrived at through arbitrary allocation. Particularly is this true if he is aware
of the full import of what he is doing.
In some industries, it is common practice to allocate all fixed costs to products.
Still other managements insist that a correct savings figure cannot be shown
without taking income tax into consideration. This is to say that, after including
costs of all kinds to arrive at a savings figure, it should be further reduced by
the portion of the savings which will go to the government as income tax.
Also, occasionally a situation is found in which management will further insist
that the true saving to the company is not known until it has been further
reduced by some amount representing a return to the stockholder.
This procedure is usually the result of the influence of the engineer appraiser
who insists on reasoning that the company has nothing left with which to replace an asset until it first meets all costs, taxes, and dividends. Fortunately,
few managements and few cost accountants go this far, for, if they do, they are
hard put to show a saving for most suggested changes. However, in the event
that direct costing is to be followed by these additional considerations of period
costs, taxes, and a return on the investment, Exhibit 3 shows the form which a
report on savings might take. Although this form is largely self - explanatory,
attention might be called to the fact that fixed expenses are treated as a period
rather than as a product cost. In keeping with the direct costing principle, overhead is included in the costs, using only variable overhead rates.
The Relationship of Direct Costing to Differential Costs
In many respects, the concept of direct costing is the same as the older concept
of differential costs. The difference might be thought of as a matter of degree.
For example, a company may be operating considerably below its plant capacity,
when along comes an opportunity to produce a large amount of product and
dispose of the product in a market outside of the company's regular market
at a price much lower than is charged in the regular market. To decide just
where the break even point is in this situation, sometimes the principle of differential costs may be resorted to. This may be made clear by referring to a simple
illustration in Exhibit 4. This shows that, for the company to build up from
operating at 40 per cent of its capacity to operating at full capacity, it would
produce an added 15,000 units which would add $60,000 to the total cost or a
differential unit cost of $5.33, the break -even point on the added production.
Often management has to select from among alternatives in situations of this
kind. For instance, should it accept orders for the increased output at $6 per
JU LY , 1953
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unit or should it spend $25,000 for advertising to bring its regular sales up to
plant capacity? Part B of Exhibit 4 shows that $5,000 more profit can be added
by accepting the advertising alternative, which also would probably have the
further advantage of creatin; more goodwill for the company.
Now what does all of this have to do with direct costing? Simply that the
principles can be followed in connection with decisions on whether to accept
small orders and at what price. And direct costing becomes an integral part
of the accounting procedure and furnishes information of this type from the
accounting records, whereas differential costs are the result of analysis and calculations beyond the books and records. I am sure you will all be interested in
the forthcoming research publication by N.A.C.A. on "Product Costs for Pricing
Purposes" which includes some excellent material on the points just mentioned.

The Future of Direct Costing

as

Direct costing has been with us now for about twenty years. A growing
number of concerns are adopting it. It seems to be a very valuable addition to
the ways and means of solving the intricate problems of the interplay of cost,
volume and profit. One of its chief values lies in the emphasis it places on a
careful division of costs between those which are fixed and those which are
variable.
To illustrate this, may I select just one more illustration taken from among
the many present day fringe payroll costs. Today we have several occasions to
pay employees for time not worked, chief of which are vacations, holidays, sick
leave, and the like. Many companies look upon these payments just additions
to regular pay and often charge them to the direct labor account, a variable
cost account. A close examination might reveal that this procedure mixes a fixed
expense with a variable cost and leads to some doubtful results. The direct
labor cost is variable and may be controlled so that it slides up and down with
changes in activity but vacation costs remain relatively fixed. Employees normally get their vacation pay even though they may have been temporarily laid
off because of a drop in production. The only part of vacation cost which really
stops is the portion applicable to the natural labor turnover and most companies
do all they possibly can to hold this to a minimum. Under direct costing, vacation pay or the major part of it should become a fixed cost.
As another example, next December 25, companies everywhere will be paying
employees for not working that day. They produce nothing. Yet this cost will
be treated as a product cost and, on December 31 when the inventory is priced,
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there goes some of that cost of not producing into the inventories. Thus, it
becomes a cost deferred to the following period and the company takes on the
added risk of never recovering it. We need more attention to the division of
costs between fixed and variable and between products and periods of time.
This the direct costing method helps us to do.
Still another field in which direct costing can be a valuable management tool
is in dealing with labor through collective bargaining. Working as it does
through the concept of marginal income, direct costing can send management to
the bargaining table much better prepared to discuss problems of whether they
can afford to increase pay or add further fringe benefits or do many of the other
things demanded by unions.
There can be little question of the value of direct costing. As to its future,
some of it may depend upon our old friend 'open mindedness." Cost accountants sometimes spend a lifetime building up a system and the idea of changing
is often unwelcome. We become a little stubborn in changing our concept of
simple things like definitions. For example, it may be our preconception of
what is and what is not to be included in product costs or in inventories, that
seems hard to change. But give us another fifteen or twenty years to overcome
this type of lethargy, and I am willing to stick my neck out and say that, by that
time, the great majority of companies will be using direct costing.
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What Can We Expect of Direct Costing as a
Basis for Internal and External Reporting?
by HERMAN C. HEISER
Specialist in Industrial Accounting, Lybrand, Ross Bros., & Montgomery, Philadelphia, Penna.

the N.A.C.A. National Committee on Research apI proved a study to1952
explore the subject of direct costing. While the idea of
N THE SPRING OF

direct costing is not new and while it has not been generally accepted by management in the past, there appears to be a growing interest in the subject, as
evidenced by an increasing number of companies which have or are. planning
to adopt it as a basis for internal reporting.
With costs rising and, as a result, unit profit margins shrinking, attention is
being directed by management toward a better and fuller understanding of cost volume -profit relationship. The realization of adequate profit return on capital
employed will depend to a very large extent on the ability of management to
procure greater sales volume and to capably perform its profit planning function.
Direct costing, as a method of reporting upon the results of operations, is
designed to satisfy the need for a simple presentation of operating results,
clearly indicating the cost - volume -profit relationship. This, in all probability, is
the underlying reason for the growing interest in direct costing.
The purpose of Research Series No. 23 on direct costing, issued in April, was
largely, to summarize articles dealing with the subject, which have been published since 1936, and to relate the experiences and plans of the companies
now employing or contemplating the use of direct costing. Since this research
study is based upon field interviews with companies which are "sold" on direct
costing, it must be expected that emphasis will be found to have been placed
upon its advantages. However, the number of companies using direct costing
at this time is very small and it must be remembered that, until a large number
of companies adopt the principle, it cannot be considered as being generally
accepted. Further research and development is necessary in this field and I
should like to discuss some matters pertaining to the evaluation of the prospects for the general acceptance of direct costing. This will have to develop
in two fields, the field of internal reporting and the field of external reporting.
In the field of internal reporting, which deals primarily with the reports and
data prepared and presented for management's use, it will be necessary for
management to decide that the use of direct costing produces more useful statements and reports upon operations. The major portion of this paper will bear
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on this phase. A final section will be directed to the applicability of direct
costing to the field of external reporting, which deals primarily with reports
designed for use outside the management circle.
EVALUATION OF ACCEPTABILITY OF
DIRECT COSTING FOR INTERNAL REPORTING

The industrial accountant has the responsibility of investigating the advantages and disadvantages of direct costing as applied to his company, to determine
whether or not the use of direct costing will furnish management with more
useful accounting reports. It should be recognized, of course, that direct costing
is not a "cure -all" and that its universal application can no more be expected
than the universal application of "lifo," or any other specific costing method.
Absorption Costing Compared with Direct Costing
In connection with our evaluation of direct costing as a basis for internal
reporting, let us review for a moment what direct costing is. As pointed out
in the Research Series No. 23, direct costing is an alternate method to absorption
costing. I have prepared a series of three cost flow charts comparing absorption
costing with direct costing. These charts make up Exhibit 1 to this paper.
They illustrate a simplified income statement under three sets of conditions:
I. Both sales and production at normal volume.
2. Sales at normal volume, production at one -half normal.
3. Sales at one -half normal, production at normal.

The charts show how variable and fixed manufacturing costs flow into inventories and into costs of goods sold. Cost of goods sold is plotted on a bar
representing total sales income. In each of the sections of the flow chart, comparison is made of results under absorption costing and under direct costing.
Under the first set of conditions, operating profits are the same under both
methods. Under the second set of conditions, operating profit is zero under
absorption costing and ten per cent of sales under direct costing. Under the
third set of conditions, operating profit is zero under absorption costing and an
operating loss of ten per cent of sales results under direct costing.
These charts emphasize the one essential difference between the two costing
methods. Absorption costing measures higher profits than direct costing when
production is the dominant factor, whereas direct costing measures higher profits
than absorption costing when sales are the dominant factor.
J U L Y , 1953
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Direct Costing and the Break -Even Chart
It is a truism that reports to management should be simple and should conform to management's concept of the operations with which the reports deal.
Today, managements generally are fairly well informed concerning the relationship of sales, variable costs, fixed costs and profits and many managers are
quite familiar with the break -even chart, a sample of which is included as
Exhibit 2 to this paper. This chart has a vertical scale in thousands of dollars
and a horizontal scale showing per cent of capacity. Plotted on the chart are
three lines:
Line a —total sales,

Line b—total costs, and

Line c— variable costs.

Consequently, the area from the horizontal axis to line c represents the
variable costs at indicated percentage of capacity. The area between lines b and
c, which are parallel, represents fixed costs which are the same in amount at all
levels of capacity. The areas between converging lines a and b represent losses
before the break -even point and profits after the break -even point.
Direct costing adheres to the concept illustrated in the break -even chart, in
that it provides the needed marginal income figures to measure the profit value
of changes in sales volume in accounting statements received regularly by management. Absorption costing, on the other hand, recognizes the effect of not
only sales volume but also of production volume.
Direct Costing in Multiple Department and Product Situations
It is true, of course, that the cost - volume -profit relationships are more complex
than illustrated by the simple break -even chart, since almost every company manufactures more than one product in more than one department, shop or plant.
Therefore, let us consider the effect of using direct costing in preparing operating statements for a company with several products and departments. Exhibit 3
shows a profit flow chart under direct costing, for a company with multiple
department and product operations. This hypothetical company has two departments, or plants, and manufactures three products (a, b and c) in department
one and two products (d and e) in department two.
Illustrated on the chart in the upper section are bars representing the total
sales volume of each of the products, on which has been plotted the variable
manufacturing costs for each product as a percentage of total sales and the
resulting manufacturing margin over variable costs. In the second section of
J U L Y , 1953
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the chart, departmental manufacturing margins have been accumulated, showing
the contribution by each product. Each department's manufacturing margin is
then charged with departmental fixed costs and the chart shows the remaining
plant manufacturing margin. Each department's contribution to the plant manufacturing margin is shown in the lower section of the chart. Against this
margin have been charged plant fixed costs, selling and administrative expenses
and the resulting operating profit.
You will note the distinction between departmental fixed costs and plant
fixed costs. This illustrates the need of allocation of fixed costs to operating
cost centers. Departmental fixed costs are joint costs to all products made in
each department. It is perfectly possible, and perhaps likely, that some of the
fixed costs are not joint costs and should properly be allocated to products.
Consequently, such costs should be shown as a direct charge to products in order
to determine the product contribution to departmental manufacturing margin.
Comparative Statements of Under Direct Costing
The value of the marginal income approach in the preparation of statements
for management use can be demonstrated by the use of comparative statements
of operations, whether they be comparisons of historical data or comparisons
with budgets. Reference to Exhibit 4 discloses comparative income statements
under direct costing for two periods. Let us assume that Period A represents the
six months ended June 30, 1952 and that Period B represents the six months
ended June 30, 1953. It will be noted that the profit has increased from $145,000 to $550,000, as a result of an increase in sales volume from $3,340,000 to
$5,100,000 and in spite of an increase in variable costs of goods sold from 57
per cent to 6 4 per cent.
The comparative statements show quite clearly that the increase in profit is
due to a profit contribution of $600,000 by Department No. 1 as compared to
a $5,000 loss for the previous period, while Department No. 2 contributed
$650,000 as compared to $850,000 for the corresponding period a year ago.
Reference to the comparison by products indicates that products a, b and c have
substantially increased their profit contribution, while the contribution by products d and a has decreased. Further reference to the comparative statements
indicates the effect of increased sales of products a, b and c, which has more
than offset the increased percentage of variable costs to sales, and also shows
the effect of decreased sales of products d and e. Time will not permit a comJ U L Y , 1953
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plete review of these statements as compared with similar statements prepared
under absorption costing, but such a review can be made from the statements
and should prove interesting.
Monthly Profits under Direct and under Absorption Costing
As discussed in connection with Exhibit 1, the basic difference between absorption costing and direct costing with regard to reported profits, is that
absorption costing gives effect to both sales volume and production volume,
while direct costing gives effect primarily only to sales volume. Therefore, the
selection of one of the two methods will depend on whether management prefers that operating profits follow variations in sales volume or whether they
prefer to weight operating results by both sales and production volume. The
effect of direct costing on reported operating profits might be considered undesirable by some companies, particularly those which have high peaks of sales
volume within the annual cycle.
An illustration of this point appears in Exhibit 5. In the preparation of
this graph, we have assumed that the company has highly seasonal sales during
midsummer, as indicated by the plotted sales curve. Since it is management's
objective to level the activity curve as much as possible for production purposes,
we have plotted the production ideally as a straight line. Now let us see how
operating profits show under direct costing and under absorption costing. Since
direct costing recognizes primarily the effect of sales volume, it will be noticed
that the operating profits vary in proportion to sales from a low of $220,000
loss in January and December to a $900,000 profit in July. Under absorption
costing, which recognizes the effect of both sales and production volume, it will
be noticed that the monthly profits, being weighted by both, are consequently
leveled off considerably from a low of $60,000 loss in January and December to
a profit of $500,000 in July. This particular study is presented to demonstrate
the need for caution on the part of the industrial accountant in considering
the acceptability of direct costing to his management.
Direct costing, since it charges fixed costs directly to profit and loss as period
costs, is preferable where the fixed costs by nature should be absorbed by the
income of the current period. Absorption costing, on the other hand, would be
preferable where the fixed cost by nature should be charged to income of a
future period. The nature of the fixed cost is, therefore, of paramount importance to the industrial accountant. Examples of fixed costs which should be
J U L Y , 1953
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charged against current income are maintenance of idle plant, labor costs due
to break- downs, training, excessive waste and spoilage, strike costs, etc.
Situations also have a bearing. Although it may be generally assumed that
management would prefer to write off fixed costs currently in the interest of
conservatism, there may be many cases where management might properly
object to not carrying certain fixed costs forward to apply to future income. For
example, in a case where shipments to customers are held up because of strikes
in customer's plants, management would want to continue to produce for inventory and to absorb fixed costs by production even though the product was
not billed until the subsequent period. Thus, it should be obvious that no conclusion can be drawn, at this point, as to the propriety of a management's preference for deferring or not deferring fixed costs in inventory, since that will
depend on the general conditions under which a particular company operates.
EVALUATION OF ACCEPTABILITY OF
DIRECT COSTING FOR EXTERNAL REPORTING

At the present time, I believe we must recognize that direct costing is not a
generally accepted accounting principle for the valuation of inventories and for
annual profit determination. Although it is true that some few companies are
using this method for external reporting, direct costing will not become an
accepted accounting principle until a larger number of companies have adopted
it. Acceptance of the method is necessary in four general areas. These, not
necessarily in order of importance, are acceptance by:
I. Management.
2. The certifying public accountants.

3. The investing public and the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
4. The Treasury Department.

In practically all cases, acceptance in any of these areas is dependent upon
acceptance in the others. Management will be reluctant to adopt direct costing
if the independent public accountants, the S.E.C. and the Treasury Department
will not accept it. On the other hand, neither the independent public accountants nor the Treasury Department will accept direct costing if only a handful
of companies have adopted it. How, then, will the question of acceptability of
direct costing for external reporting be resolved? It must not be supposed to be
an insoluble problem. It would appear that, if a large number of companies
have thoroughly evaluated the usefulness of direct costing and demonstrated its
acceptability by its adoption for internal reporting purposes, general acceptance
by the public accounting profession, the investing public and the Treasury
Department is quite possible.
J U L Y , 1953
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What Fixed Costs to Exclude from Inventories?
In connection with the evaluation of the prospects for general acceptance, it
must be recognized that there are some all too real practical problems involved,
with respect to clearly defining the fixed costs which are to be excluded from
inventories. The principal basis for excluding these costs is that they are costs
of providing the capacity to produce and that they expire with the passage of
time, regardless of the extent to which the facilities are actually utilized. Hence
these fixed costs are treated in their entirety as period costs. In view of this
interpretation, the industrial accountant must review each item of fixed costs to
determine whether, in fact, it does expire with the passage of time.
For example, depreciation includes an allowance for wear and tear and an
allowance for normal obsolescence. Although it is true that the allowance for
obsolescence may expire with the passage of time, the allowance for wear and
tear actually is based on facility use. In other words, the decision to charge -off
depreciation on a straight -line basis for accounting purposes does not automatically classify depreciation as a fixed cost to be excluded from inventory under
direct costing.
Another example of the necessity to clearly define fixed costs to be excluded
from inventories might involve productive labor. Analysis of direct labor in
some companies indicates that there is a goodly sum of direct labor cost which
is, in fact, fixed and will not vary with production volume. This is usually true
of the highly skilled groups of workers. As a matter of fact, I know of one
company employing highly skilled workers, in which the size of the labor force
governs production rather than production governing the labor force. Of
course, direct costing could not contemplate the exclusion of such labor cost
from inventories, even though such cost did not vary with volume. In addition,
as is well known, there is increasing agitation on the part of organized labor
for a guaranteed annual wage, which would certainly have an influence on the
fixed or variable cost characteristics of direct labor.
Squaring Direct Costing with Accepted Valuation Basis
Up to this point, we have been thinking of reported results of operations,
when we have mentioned inventories. The effect of direct costing on inventory
valuation is likewise important from the balance sheet point of view. The Committee on Accounting Procedure of the American Institute of Accountants, in
formulating general principles applicable to the pricing of inventories stated in
its Bulletin No. 29 issued in July, 1947, "As applied to inventories, cost means
J U L Y , 1953
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in principle the sum of the applicable expenditures and charges directly or indirectly incurred in bringing an article to its existing condition and location."
Whether or not the principle of direct costing is ultimately accepted will depend
to a very large extent on whether the fixed costs to be excluded from inventories
can be clearly defined and whether such fixed costs can be considered not to have
been incurred in bringing an article to its existing condition, and location.
In connection with any discussion of this kind, the question is soon raised,
"Well, how much money are we talking about ?" The answer to this question
depends, of course, on many variable factors. Exhibit 6 accompanying this paper
shows a chart of relationship of fixed cost included in inventories to various
bases. This chart contains purely hypothetical figures but I believe them to be
in reasonable proportion. It may prove quite interesting. It will be noted that
the chart assumes a net worth of $20,000,000 and sales of $50,000,000. Cost
of sales is assumed to be 40 per cent raw material and 60 per cent conversion
cost, of which 45 per cent is variable and 15 per cent fixed. Selling and administrative expenses are assumed to be 10 per cent of sales and the chart then shows
the resulting net profit before taxes.
On the right hand side of the chart, the total value of inventories is shown
as $10 million, assumed to be $4 million of raw material, $2 million of work in- process, and $4 million of finished goods. Based upon the assumed relationship of 60 per cent conversion cost, finished goods would include $2,400,000
of conversion costs. Work -in- process is assumed to include 50 per cent of conversion costs or $1 million. With an assumed relationship of 15 per cent fixed
costs, the amount of fixed manufacturing costs included in inventories would
be $850,000, of which $600,000 is included in finished goods and $250,000 in
work -in- process.
This total of $850,000 is 8.5 per cent of the total inventory value of $10
million, 10.6 per cent of the net profit before taxes, 4.3 per cent of the net
worth and 1.7 per cent of sales. If direct costing were adopted in this case, the
effect upon operating results would be a decrease of $850,000 during only the
first year of conversion to direct costing. Subsequent years, of course, would
be subject only to the effect upon profits of the increase or decrease of inventory
values.
GENERAL ACCEPTANCE OF DIRECT COSTING PRINCIPLE CONTINGENT
ON DEVELOPMENTS

In conclusion, we might summarize the matters which have been considered
here to pertain to an evaluation of the prospects for the general acceptance of
direct costing. Research Series No. 23 deals with the history and development
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of direct costing since 1936 and conveys the experiences of a small group of
companies which are presently either utilizing the direct costing method or
installing it for use. The advantages offered by direct costing have apparently
been considered important enough to the managements of these companies to
motivate the adoption of the method.
However, such a small group of companies, even though they are well regarded and substantial in size, would not constitute general acceptance. Fulfillment of this term will require the adoption of direct costing by a much larger
number of companies. Direct costing is not a "cure -all" for all problems of
management reporting and it cannot be expected to replace the absorption
costing method satisfactorily serving the needs of most managements at the
present time. However, there is considerable merit to some of the advantages
of direct costing, particularly for internal reporting purposes, and it would be
desirable if more companies devoted further study as to its application to their
reporting problems.
Whether or not direct costing becomes a generally accepted accounting principle
depend, not only on its merits but also on the ability of industrial
accountants to develop sound accounting practices and procedures for its practical application to the reporting of business results. There are some highly regarded accountants who believe that the principle of direct costing is fundamentally unsound and if that viewpoint is shared by a large segment of industrial management, then the prospects for general acceptance are poor.
On the other hand, in view of the enthusiasm of the companies now using
direct costing it would seem likely that a greater number of companies might
find it equally desirable. If a large number of companies adopt direct costing for
internal reporting purposes, it may be assumed that such wide scale use would
influence the Treasury Department, the certified public accountants and the
investing public to recognize direct costing as one of the acceptable bases of
cost accounting and inventory valuation.
I believe that the present is too soon to evaluate the chances that direct costing
will, or will not, become an accepted accounting principle.
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The Use of Statistics in Accounting Control
by ROBERT M. TRUEBLOOD'
Partner, iouche, Niven, Bailey & Smart, Pittsburgh, Penna.

Of significance In the discussion
T of statistical applications in the accountingare area.
The first of these aspects
WO ASPECTS OF ACCOU N T I N G CON T R OL

is relatively mechanical in nature and has been defined by Eric Kohler as, "The
administrative procedures employed in maintaining the accuracy and propriety
of transactions and the bookkeeping record thereof." The second aspect of
accounting control is somewhat broader and more profound. It recognizes the
management control concept, "Any of the various accounting procedures or devices having as their purpose the supplying to management of informational records and reports essential to the solution of administrative problems. "'
Accounting in its earliest phases was designed only to perform record - keeping
and data - processing functions. For example, a seller developed some rough
means for keeping track of his customers' obligations to him. From this clerical
notion, there subsequently evolved a procedure by which financial statements
were prepared from prime accounting data. These financial statements became,
in themselves, an integral part of management control in the very broad sense.
However, the most significant aspect of the development of accounting was that
both accountants and management gradually became aware that it was possible
to use certain routinely developed data as internal measurement and interpretive
devices for control purposes. An example is supplied by the widely used analysis
of standard cost variances.
Today, accounting is fully recognized as a management control device. Management depends upon accounting to provide current data in a fashion which not
only discovers but also predicts trouble areas. As a matter of fact, cost accounting was one of the first genuine management control devices generated by the
accounting profession. Even today, cost accounting is still probably the most
important single control device used by management. Its status as one of the
few systematic management control devices which have been developed, gives
cost accounting particular significance.
1 The au thor is indebted to W. W. Cooper, R. M. Cyert, and R. W. Johnson for assistance and criticism in preparing this paper. Messrs. Cooper and Cyert are both on the
faculty of the Graduate School of Industrial Administration, Carnegie Institute of Technology. Mr. Johnson is with Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart.
2 Eric L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Accountants, New York, Prentice -Hall, Inc. (19 52 ),
p. 9. This source should also be used for the definitions of statistical terms found elsewhere in this paper.
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Accountants are continually faced with the responsibility of codifying and
systematizing their present experience and practice. Accountants are also constantly moving forward in their search for new approaches and better tools with
which to tackle management control problems. It will be contended herein that
statistical methodology can give accounting much aid in this development.
The Statistical Viewpoint
Dr. W. G. Cochran, president of the American Statistical Association, recently
remarked that he regarded the prime requisites of the statistical viewpoint in
relation to business problems to be: (1) a critical attitude toward data, (2) the
ability to look forward and (3) the ability to define problems clearly and to
attack their solution logically.8 These attitudes are precisely those which are required of the creative accountant. It is true to say that statistics is nothing more
than a methodology, or basic technique, for dealing with quantitative data. Since
accountants work in the first instance with purely quantitative data, it seems
reasonable that accounting should be able to draw most fruitfully from the methodology of statistics.
Statistics as a methodology has contributed significantly to progress in many
of the modern sciences and several of the professions, some of which deal to a
lesser extent than accounting with quantitative data. For example, in the field
of psychology, the better personnel tests all incorporate statistical designs. In
medicine, the widely publicized experiments with polio vaccines are based on
statistical concepts. This is not to suggest that accountants should summarily
substitute decisions based on mathematical formulations for decisions based on
subjective judgment. Creative accountants should, however, develop and use
whatever objective rules and devices are available as aids in the decision - making
process and should reduce the areas in which purely subjective judgments are
required. Accordingly, it is incumbent upon accountants to explore the possibilities of adapting statistical techniques to accounting problems.
Fundamental Statistical Concepts
Although it is not the purpose of this paper to describe statistical techniques
in any detail, the following simple illustration may serve to establish the meaning of a few basic statistical terms. Assume that 100,000 black and white balls
8 I
remarks at a conference on Modern Statistical Methods for Business and Indu stry
at Carnegie Institute of Technology (April 30, 195 3).
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are mixed in some unknown proportion in a bowl. The entire group of 100,000
balls constitutes the universe, the total group of objects. If 4 0 0 balls are drawn
from the bowl, these 4 0 0 balls are a sample. If the 400 balls are drawn in such
a way that each of the 100,000 balls has the same chance of selection, the sample
is called a random sample. A random sample is necessary in order that probability statements can be made about the universe on the basis of the sample.
Assume further that 40 black and 360 white balls are found in the random
sample. On the basis of these facts, it can be said that the proportion of black
balls in the universe ranges from 7 per cent to 13 per cent. This estimate has a
95 per cent chance of being correct. These conclusions are based on the laws of
probability, which are fundamental in statistics.
The range, 7 per cent to 13 per cent, stated to be the probable limits of black
balls in the universe, may be referred to as the precision of the estimate. The
statement that the particular conclusion has a 95 per cent chance of being correct relates to the statistical notion of risk. The user of this statement must risk
being wrong 5 per cent of the time. It is important to know that both the precision and the risk in all such estimates can be measured and controlled to any
desired degree.
If, in the above example, 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 accounts payable vouchers are substituted
for the 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 balls, the underlying statistical concepts do not change. Admittedly, in this analogy, the characteristics of the vouchers are much less readily
measured than the color of the balls. Around this problem of definition lies a
good deal of the difficulty in getting started at the business of applying statistics
to accounting problems.
Accounting Areas Subject to Statistical Exploration
The accountant must have some appreciation of statistical methods and viewpoints, in a broad sense, before he can employ statistical techniques profitably.
The following three points will furnish at least a rough indication of the types
of problems and areas to which statistics may be most suitably adapted:
I. Wherever masses of data are involved.
2. When accounting data can be stated in
quantitative terms.

3. When conclusions based on measurementthen
and100
interpretation
less
per cent of of
the something
date are
acceptable.

Given any of these characteristics, a particular accounting or control problem
should be reexamined in order to determine whether the statistical approach
would yield equal or better results, in an economical fashion.
J U L Y , 1953
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SUMMARY OF PROGRESS TO DATE

In order to evaluate the potentialities of statistical applications to accounting,
it may be helpful to present a brief summary of progress which has been reported in the literature. Two examples will suffice —one from the field of statistical quality control and the other from the field of sample survey design.
Statistical Quality Control
Most industrial accountants are familiar with statistical quality control techniques which have made spectacular progress since the beginning of World
War II. In essence, these techniques make possible the maintenance of specified
levels of quality in manufacturing processes, without 100 per cent inspection.
Statistical quality control resulted from a systematic reassessment of an old problem. In this case, production adapted statistical methodology to its own purposes. There have been various attempts to carry over directly into the accounting control function the basic procedures and philosophies underlying statistical
quality control methods. Accounting literature reports a number of successful
applications which relate, in large part, to accounting control in the detailed
or mechanical sense.
One such application by The Standard Register Company has been reported
by Richard B. Shartle.4 Here an acceptance sampling plan, combined with a control chart, has supplanted a 100 per cent inspection program for sales invoices.
In this instance, the elimination of all errors was not considered necessary.
Rather, a sampling plan was devised to insure the discovery of a level of errors
considered to be excessive. In order to maintain a satisfactory average quality
level, it was necessary to specify: (1) the quality of work which would be acceptable, ( 2 ) the quality of work which would be unacceptable and (3) the
allowable risks.
Mr. Shartle indicates a number of important advantages resulting from the
introduction of this plan. Among these are a saving in verification time due to
looking at fewer invoices, an improvement in the quality of work because of
the visible control chart, a quicker indication of the nature and causes of error,
greater confidence by supervisors in their workers, and the ability of management
to tell at a glance the current quality level. "Finally," Shartle notes, "there is
also the possibility of savings due to methods or system improvements made as a
result of investigating 'out -of- control' situations appearing on the control chart."
4
Richard B. Shartle, "How Scientific Sampling Controls Accuracy in Invoicing," Journal
of Accountacy, Vol. 94, No. 2, pp. 167 -171 (August, 1952).
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Although the importance of statistical quality control applications to the accounting area should not be minimized, a word of caution is necessary. The
attributes of accounting data are, in many cases, much less easily measured than
physical characteristics of manufactured products. It is in order, therefore, to
suggest that the mechanical carry -over of statistical quality control techniques
into accounting should be avoided.
Sample Survey Design
Scientific survey sampling also offers a rich field for exploitation. Practicing
and industrial accountants examine samples every day, quite deliberately. Characteristics of the sample are projected into inferences about the universe. Surprisingly enough, despite the accountant's everyday recourse to samples, lie has
made little use of statistical sampling. At least there is a dearth of published
evidence regarding such adaptations.
An application of survey sampling to the problem of the nation's railroads
has recently been reported.5 The allocation of less- than - carload freight revenues
among all the roads which participate in transporting a given shipment has customarily been made on the basis of percentages developed many years ago.
Where traffic patterns have changed, this practice could work substantial hardships on some roads. In order to redetermine appropriate allocation percentages,
it was found that a 10 per cent sample of waybills provided a satisfactory substitute for a complete survey.
RECENT EXPLORATIONS IN ACCOUNTING AREAS

These above indications of progress are not intended to be complete, either
in relation to areas or to cases. Personal conversation and correspondence indicate that many people and firms are doing much more in the application of
statistical procedures to accounting problems than is evidenced by the literature.
Publication of more cases and experiments in accounting or statistical journals
would be helpful to persons working in this area.
About a year ago, a working groupe was set up quite informally in Pittsburgh
for the exploration of statistical applications to accounting and auditing. A
5 By Dr. C. West Churchman of Case Institute of Technology.
96 -98 (May 30, 1953).

See Business

Week, pp.

6 In
addition to W . W . Cooper, R. M. Cyert, R. W . Johnson, and the author, this group
includes Eric L. Kohler, consulting accountant of Chicago; David Rosenblatt, consulting
statistician and professor of statistics at American University, Washington, D. C.; and
Barry M. Rowles with The National Supply Company, Pittsburgh,
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good deal of preliminary effort was devoted by the group to mapping strategy
and developing effective working rules. Keeping in sight the main objective of
bringing statistical methods to bear on the problems of accounting and audit:
control, the group decided to begin with relatively simple areas.
A number of projects have been undertaken and these studies are being expanded as rapidly as time and resources permit. Study results to date have been
encouraging. As of this time, a summary report and preliminary findings may
be made on the following studies: ( 1 ) application of quality control principles
to standard cost variance analysis, ( 2 ) use of survey sampling methods for determining "lifo" valuations, (3) adaptation of statistical methods to aging receivables, and (4) audit confirmation of accounts receivable. The first three studies
will be briefly reported on in immediately succeeding paragraphs. The fourth
study will be reported on following general comments relating to application of
statistics in the auditing field.
Study No. 1: Labor Efficiency Reports
This study considered the problem of interpreting labor efficiency reports in
a plant having many cost centers. In the particular plant studied, the method
of presentation consisted of issuance of a daily tabular report, showing the
previous day's efficiency and the average efficiency for the month to date. It was
hoped that such reports would provide the basis for prompt supervisory action.
For a variety of reasons, however, the reports did not serve this purpose. Most
important among these reasons was the supervisors' difficulty in evaluating the
significance of variations in efficiency from day to day.
As an experiment, the daily percentages for a three -month period were plotted
on a control chart, using limits based on past experience. Management officials,
from the foreman level up, have expressed themselves as seeing much more
value in this form of presentation. Not only does the chart indicate out -ofcontrol points which should be investigated, but it may also predict impending
problems. Although experience with this reporting technique has not continued
long enough for any definite conclusion to be drawn, company management is
presently convinced of its usefulness. Since the chart clearly distinguishes between random variations and out -of- control conditions, investigative effort can
be confined to those circumstances warranting attention.
In this study, no new accounting or statistical techniques were used. An old
and routine problem was re- explored. A device was found by which, within
established limits of error, random fluctuations can be distinguished from causal
problems. Based on this approach, accounting control is given a new signifi1566
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7
cance. There is, indeed, reason to believe that control chart methods and principles can be extended into the broad area of management control.

Study No. 2: Dollar -Value "Lifo" Indexes
A fairly well - developed experiment can be reported in the survey sampling
area, in relation to a nation -wide inventory of some 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 individual items.
A reliable index for purposes of determining "lifo" valuations under a dollar value technique was required. The first sample developed as a solution for this
large -scale clerical problem required selection of 2 5 per cent of the items, representing 55 per cent of the dollars of total inventory involved. The resulting
index is statistically estimated to be within 0 . 2 5 per cent of the true universe
index, 9 5 per cent of the time. Further refinement of the statistical methods
used indicates that this index can be obtained with the same precision and risk,
based on only 4 per cent of the items, representing 2 5 per cent of the dollar
value.
In this case, preliminary applications of statistical methods to an accounting
problem provided, with accounting guidance, a reduction in the amount of data
required to achieve stated objectives. Further, combined accounting and statistical analyses now point the way to still further reductions. More important,
perhaps, than the direct study results reported here is that, once the index was
developed for the isolated purpose of "lifo" valuations, the company involved
found numerous collateral uses for the same index or for other indexes readily
developed from the basic sample data.
Study No. 3: Aging of Accounts Receivable
The aging of accounts receivable balances, a project which is annually undertaken for both auditing and internal management purposes, is also under study.
The specific firm involved carries more than 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 individual accounts receivable. These receivables are homogeneous in nature.
The current practice involved in making the annual aging survey is to select
a judgment sample from each of several categories of accounts. An estimate of
the age class proportions in each category is obtained and this estimate is applied
to the respective class totals. Loss expectancy rates, based on experience, are
then applied to each age class total in order to determine bad debt reserve re7 For a somewhat similar application relating to scrap yields, see C. E. Noble, "Cost
Accounting Potentials of Statistical Methods," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, pp. 1470 -1478 (August,
1952).
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quirements. Several properties of the present aging procedure are subject to
question: (1) the precision and risk which attach to the estimates of the age
class proportions, (2) the extent to which the sample size used satisfies the
accountant's subjective notion of proper precision and risk, and (3) the efficiency of the present plan in obtaining the information required for estimating
the total bad debt reserve. Tentative results indicate that this area is a fruitful one for the application of statistical techniques. On the basis of statistical tests made with respect to historical data, it has been tentatively concluded
that treating receivables by category is unnecessary in this case. Elimination of
this segregation can result in considerable cost saving, even if there is no reduction in total sample size. The second preliminary conclusion is that the sample
size currently used provides precision for a given risk which is apparently much
tighter than needed in the particular circumstances. Thus, a reduction in the
absolute size of the sample seems quite probable.
Even if no efficiency improvements result from using statistical sample design
in the approach to this aging problem, a substantial gain has been realized by
establishing the precision and risk factors taken in the past and by comparing
these factors with what are subjectively regarded as being reasonable criteria.
Accordingly, the accuracy as well as the limitations of the reserve requirement
calculations, will be more explicitly known.
INVESTIGATING STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS TO AUDITING

The area of audit, internal and external, must be regarded as an important
part of accounting control. Industrial accountants, as well as auditors, are continuously appraising and drawing conclusions from basic accounting data. Statistical methodology is of great potential usefulness in this area. Ultimate progress
in the field of statistical applications to auditing will, therefore, be of as much
concern and interest to industrial accountants as it is to auditors. Some work
on the application of statistics to auditing has been reported in the literature,
but genuinely practical solutions to significant auditing problems have not yet
appeared.
Auditing tests are made for two purposes:
I. To establish the bona fides of an account.

2. To infer from sample evidence the offecfiveness of the operation of the infernal control system.

The difference in these approaches may be illustrated by reference to accounts
receivable. It is relatively easy for the auditor to say that he is establishing the
bona fides of accounts receivable by confirming a sample of accounts receivable
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balances. On the other hand, it is inappropriate to expect that the usual detailed
tests of transactions necessarily establish the bona fides of balance sheet accounts.
Accordingly, at least in large part, the auditor must, on logical grounds, realize
that nearly all of his tests, including confirmation, actually represent a challenging of the operation of the internal control system.
Noting this audit philosophy, the auditor must concern himself with appraising each exception uncovered in the audit process in terms of its implications
with respect to the operation of the internal control system. Indicated audit
exceptions thereby become simply "clueing" devices in relation to the total system of internal control, and the auditor should relate exceptions located in one
series of tests to exceptions located in other related series of tests.
Full exploration of the application of statistical methods to audit review of
internal control systems will require recourse to a variety of statistical techniques.
In fact, it is likely that modification and development of new statistical methods
will also be required. Only a start has been made on this problem.
Study No. 4: Confirmation of Accounts Receivable
The audit area study relates to accounts receivable confirmation in a situation
involving a large and homogeneous universe. Confirmation results for the past
three years have been examined and appraised from the standpoint of the appropriate statistical measures. The maximum proportion of accounts in error, in any
one of the three years studied, was computed as 1.7 per cent of the total
accounts, with a risk of being wrong only 13 times in 10,000. Interestingly
enough, it has been established that the same precision and risk could have been
achieved by using a simple random sample roughly 25 per cent as large as the
sample actually used.
In making this appraisal, past practices involved in both sample selection and
auditing procedures were challenged. Quite apart from the indicated reduction
in sample size, it was found that certain detailed auditing notions, previously
followed explicitly, were not actually required. As a result of this study, a new
sample design was formulated and has been tried. Preliminary results indicate
that the new sample design will provide equally reliable information more
efficiently.
The final phase of this study concerns the use of confirmation replies as internal control "clueing" devices, the interrelationships of audit exceptions in
different series of tests, and the weighting of the seriousness of the various exceptions. These considerations are the most difficult of all but probably will be
the most fruitful and important.
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STRATEGY OF RESEARCH AND SOME TENTATIVE GENERALIZATIONS

The research from which the above studies have evolved is being conducted in
accordance with the following principles:
The attack on the question of statistical
applications to accounting is being made
in specific areas where such applications
seem most feasible and most needed.
This method is essentially a case study
approach using live data.
2. Collaboration between disciplines is regarded as being especially important. A
certain division of labor is, however, appropriate. Upon the accountant falls the
responsibility for selecting the specific
studies to be made. Beyond this, the
accountant must be willing to work
closely with the statistician in stating
and clarifying objectives. The statistician
carries the responsibilty of understanding the accountant's objectives in relation to each problem and of developing
suitable statistical techniques for their
solution.
3. A team approach is required. All parties

must be willing to develop the necessary
understanding of each other's problems
and points of view. Each must proceed
far enough into the fundamentals of the
other's discipline to develop a common
language, which is a necessary forerunner of that understanding.
4. Statistical techniques found suitable in
other areas should not be accepted
blindly. Time will be saved when existing
statistical methods can be applied directly. However, it is anticipated that
statistical techniques peculiar to accounting will ultimately be developed.
5. It is unwise to supplant satisfactorily performing accounting devices by statistical
approaches, simply because of the exhilaration of experimentation and potential change. The research objective is
improvement, not displacement, of accounting techniques.

The work of the group in exploring the usefulness of statistics in accounting
and auditing problems has passed the talking stage, is in the action stage, but
has not yet reached the point of stating final, substantive conclusions. Nonetheless, the following tentative conclusions can be presented:
I. The efficiency of sampling procedures
can be improved by utilizing modern
statistical principles, as distinguished
from the more usual subjective procedures for sample selection. Incorporation
of statistical principles in same selection
permits objective precision and risk determination and control in sample results.
2. In the audit area particularly, it is essential that indicated exceptions be
thoroughly investigated to determine
their implications with respect to the
operation of the system of internal control.
3. In present practice, much accounting
data is considered in a largely qualitative
fashion. Use of statistical methodology
requires quantitative characterization of
all information in the manner of yes or
no, 0 or I. It may well be that such
quantification can be applied to certain
accounting areas in which subjective
analyses have heretofore been considered
unavoidable.
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4. To the extent that the number of items
examined is reduced by use of statistical
procedures, relatively greater efforts can
be economically directed toward the im.
provement of data measurement and interpretation.
5. Use of scientific sampling techniques may
well increase the sample sizes presently
used, in certain cases. It is incumbent
upon the accountant, in such cases, to
re- examine his position and to reach conclusions concerning the necessary balance
between acceptable risk and reasonable
cost.
6. Whenever a sample is used in account.
ing today, the risk of making a materially incorrect inference about the universe is present. Hence, it is important
that risks presently taken be objectively
measured. From the evaluation of present risks, it should be possible ultimately
to define more or less standard precision
and risk requirements appropriate to
various classes of accounting or auditing decisions.
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Many of the above findings have been generated by exploration of the audit
area. It is significant, however, that the considerations underlying these tentative conclusions relate equally to all other areas of accounting control.
The group presently working in Pittsburgh regards the adaptation of statistics
to accounting and auditing as an evolving process. Starts must be made in many
isolated areas. The momentum so developed must then be relied upon to point
the way to broader and more intensive applications. Developments of significance will come in due course but, probably, only after many initial projects
have been tried and abandoned. In this development process, present practices
of accountants and auditors will be subjected to a healthy challenge.
The entire problem of adapting basic statistical methodology to accounting
control lies ahead. To attack and satisfactorily resolve a problem of these dimensions will involve creative use of the resources of both professions. In part, the
attack will have to come at the level of fundamental research. In part the attack will come, piecemeal, at the level of practical expediency. It is well, therefore, to recognize the limitations as well as the resources of both disciplines.
Accountants are not going to establish statistical techniques. Statisticians are not
going to solve accounting problems. Collaborative efforts between the two disciplines will be required. Progress has been made in particular areas, but more
work must be done by more people. It is to be hoped that practicing and industrial accountants will rise to the challenge which the task presents.
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